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Lucien, J. “John” Gendron, 83, of Bedford, died November 9, 2010. He was born 
January 7, 1927, to Edouard and Bernadette (Allard) Gendron. 
John as he was known, worked for forty three years at his brothers farm Gendron’s 
Dairy. In 1985, he began working for the town of Bedford as an equipment operator. 
He remained a loyal and dedicated employee until June of 2010, when his health 
forced him to retire. 
He will be remembered for his tireless work ethic, his dedication to his family, wife 
and his friends. John was a devout member of St. Elizabeth Seton parish, and was 
faithful to daily prayers, and Sunday Mass. In his spare time he would help others, 
or enjoy watching  a Red Sox baseball game. 
IN HIS LIFE: Family members include his wife of 56 years, Roberta (Flanders) 
Gendron, of Bedford; 2 daughters, Mary Lou Rollins, and her husband William the 
3rd, of New Boston, Kelli Perenick, of ME; 2 sons, Steven Gendron, and his wife 
Susan, of Auburn, Father Michael Gendron, of Charlestown; 7 grandchildren; Jason, 
Patrick, Bryan, Jonathan, Ashley, Amanda, William; 1 great grandchild, Ayden; sev-









 Population ............................................. 3,628
 Valuation for Tax Rate ........... $4,681,242.00
 Town Tax Rate ................. $1.18 per hundred
 School Tax Rate ................ $4.70 per hundred
 County Tax Rate ................... .52 per hundred
TOWN OFFICERS
Moderator .......................................................J. RICHARD GALLAGHER
Selectman ............................................................FRANK H. BARNARD
  RUSSELL C. KEELER
  ALBERT J. LINDAHL
Treasurer .................................................................C. FREEMAN SHAW
Town Clerk ........................................................... MARTHA F. WIGGIN
Tax Collector ...................................................... IRENE M. PURKHURST
Supervisors of the Checklist ........................................ CHARLES G. HARDY
  BLANCHE W. CLAPP
  ORLO D. RICHARDSON
Trustee of the Trust Funds ...................................... GEORGE  T. WIGGIN
  C. FREEMAN SHAW
  DONALD L. IRVING
Library Trustees .......................................................ROBERT A. BAILEY
  FLORENCE S. NICHOLS
  GERALD R. HYDE
Trustees of the Cemeteries ..........................................PAUL W. JOHONNETT
  JOHN R. BURLEIGH
  GEORGE WOODBURY




24 North Amherst Road, Bedford, NH 03110
Hours:  Monday – Friday 8:00 am – 4:30 pm
Tuesday – 7:00 am to 4:30 pm
 Assessing, Planning and Zoning .............................................................................. 472-8104
 Auto/Dog/Voter Registration ................................................................................... 472-3550
 Birth, Marriage and Death Certifi cates .................................................................... 472-3550
 Finance and Personnel ............................................................................................. 472-9869
 Parks and Recreation ................................................................................................ 472-5242
 Public Works:  Highway and Sewer ........................................................................ 472-3070
 Tax Collector/Town Clerk ....................................................................................... 472-3550
 Town Offi ce – Administration ................................................................................. 472-5242
Website: www.bedfordnh.org
SAFETY COMPLEX
55 Constitution Drive, Bedford, NH 03110
Hours:  Monday – Friday, 8:00 am – 4:30 pm
 Building/Health Code Offi cial/Inspector .................................................................472-3838
 Fire Department – Business Line .............................................................................472-3219
 Police Department - Business Line ..........................................................................472-5113
 FIRE AND POLICE EMERGENCY LINE ......................................................................911
Website: www.bedfordnh.org
BEDFORD PUBLIC LIBRARY
3 Meetinghouse Road, Bedford, NH 03110
Hours:  Monday – Thursday, 9:00 am - 8:00 pm
Friday, 9:00 am – 5:00 pm; Saturday, 10:00 am- 3:00 pm




 Town Pool, 20 County Road (summer only) ...........................................................472-7331
 Transfer Station/Dump, Chubbuck Road .................................................................472-4563
 Hours: Tuesday – 7:00 am - 5:00 pm Thursday 7:00 am - 7:00 pm
  Wednesday through Saturday - 8:30 am – 5:00 pm
 (Closed Sunday and Monday)
 BCTV – Channels 16 & 22, 10 Meetinghouse Road ...............................................472-8288 




Mike Izbicki, Chairman .......................................2013
Bill Dermody, Vice Chairman .............................2011
Paul F. Roy, Sr. ....................................................2012
Normand Longval ................................................2012
Jim Scanlon ..........................................................2013






SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Joan McMahan, Chairperson ...............................2014
Benita Diamond ...................................................2012
Nancy Brockway ..................................................2016
TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS                








Governor .................................................... John Lynch  
US Senators .................................................Judd Gregg
..............................................................Jeanne Shaheen
US Representatives .....................................Paul Hodes
.......................................................... Carol Shea-Porter
Executive Councilor .................... Raymond Wieczorek










Town Manager ..............................Russell R. Marcoux
Executive Assistant ..............................Dawn Boufford
Assessor ...............................................William Ingalls
Building Code Offi cial ................... Wayne Richardson
Environmental Coordinator. ..................... Steve Crean
Finance Director/Tax Collector ............Crystal Dionne
Police Chief .........................................David C. Bailey
Fire Chief .................................................Scott Wiggin
Information Systems ..................................Brian Davis
Library Director .............................. Mary Ann Senatro
Planning Director ..................................... Rick Sawyer
Public Works Director ............................. Jim Stanford
BCTV Station Manager ...........................Bill Jennings
Town Treasurer .............................. Edith Schmidtchen
Recreation Manager .................................Jane O’Brien
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PLANNING BOARD
Paul Goldberg, Chairman .............................................2013
Jon Levenstein, Vice Chairman ...................................2012





Russell Marcoux, Town Manager
Jim Stanford, Director of Public Works





ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT









Jim Scanlon, Councilor                
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Mervyn Taub, Chairman. .............................................2011




Paul F. Roy, Sr., Councilor
Harold Newberry, Planning Board










Andrew Noyes, Chairman ............................................2013
Laura O’Donnell, Vice Chair .......................................2013
John Bostwick ..............................................................2012
Greg Zimmermann .......................................................2011
Erik Anderson, Planning Board
Bill Demody, Councilor




Paul F. Roy, Sr., Councilor
PARKS AND RECREATION
Michelle Casale, Chairman ..........................................2013
Sue Thomas ..................................................................2011
Dave Gilbert .................................................................2012
Dennis “Mac” McMahan .............................................2012
Normand Longval, Councilor





Mike Sills, Chairman ...................................................2013
Richard Rawlings, Vice Chair .....................................2013
Eugene Mackie, Secretary ...........................................2011
Robert Thomas .............................................................2013




Christopher Bandazian, Councilor Alternate
Don Graff, School Board
HIGHWAY SAFETY COMMITTEE
Police Chief David Bailey, Chairman
Fire Chief Scott Wiggin
Jim Stanford, Director of Public Works
Paul F. Roy, Sr., Councilor
Anne Wiggin, School Department
Gerry Gagne, Resident .................................................2012
Ken Peterson, Resident ................................................2013
Tony Grande, Alternate ...............................................2012
Paul Hannan, Alternate ................................................2013
Bill Dermody, Councilor Alternate
WATER & SEWER ADVISORY COMMITTEE





Jin Scanlon, Councilor Alternate
Steve Crean, Environmental Coordinator
Rick Sawyer, Planning Director
APPOINTED BOARDS AND COMMISSIONS
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ENERGY COMMISSION
Chrsi Bandazian ........................................................ 2011
Tom Sullivan ............................................................. 2012
Gary Gilbert .............................................................. 2012
Brian Simler .............................................................. 2012
Scott Albert ............................................................... 2013
Kevin Soucy .............................................................. 2011























MARCH 3, 2010 
The Bedford Budgetary Town Meeting was held 
on Wednesday, March 3, 2010 at the Bedford High 
School auditorium.  Moderator Ryk Bullock opened 
the meeting at 7:00pm and led the Pledge of Alle-
giance.  He introduced those seated on the stage:  Bart 
Mayer – the Town’s legal counsel, Russ Marcoux 
– Town Manager, Crystal Dionne – Chief Financial 
Offi cer, Lori Radke – Town Clerk, and Councilors 
Chairman Mike Izbicki, Vice Chairman Bob Young, 
Norm Longval, Bill Dermody, Michael Scanlon, Paul 
Roy, Sr., and Chris Bandazian.
Moderator Bullock thanked his staff: his Assistant 
Moderators and Ballot Clerks.  He acknowledged the 
assistance from Bedford High School staff includ-
ing Jim Pingree, the BCTV staff:  Bill Jennings and 
Coleen Richardson, the Highway Department, Fire 
Department, Chief Bailey and the Police Department. 
Moderator Bullock established the following rules for 
the meeting:  After an Article is introduced, any com-
ments from the body will be accepted and he asked 
that they stick to the subject and be brief so that others 
can have the opportunity to speak; when a speaker is 
recognized by the Moderator, he/she will come to the 
microphone and give their name and address and then 
speak; all comments and questions will be directed 
to the Moderator; if a question is asked and any indi-
vidual or offi cial on the stage wishes to respond, the 
Moderator will recognize that person who then may 
speak; after an Article or issue is introduced and the 
comments, if any, from the body have been heard, the 
Moderator will accept a motion relative to that Article 
or issue from the body should any be offered; should 
any amendment be offered, the body will vote on the 
issue or Article as amended after the amendment has 
been established, in other words, only one amend-
ment will be accepted at a time; the Moderator will 
rule on the propriety of any issue;  should two or more 
members of the body feel that the Moderator’s ruling 
is in error, they may move for an appeal, then the en-
tire assembly may vote on the Moderator’s ruling and 
the appeal will be affi rmed or defeated by a simple 
majority; it is the Moderator’s ruling that any motion 
for reconsideration of action taken by the assembly 
must occur prior to moving on to the next issue of 
business; in addition, RSA 40:10 allows a meeting on 
a vote by vote basis to protect a vote or Warrant Ar-
ticle against reconsideration. After any vote passes at 
the meeting, the body may then vote to restrict recon-
sideration of that prior vote or Article.  If the vote to 
restrict reconsideration passes, then the vote or War-
rant Article, which is subject to the restriction is, un-
til fi nal adjournment of that meeting, protected since 
actual reconsideration cannot take place until an ad-
journed session is held at least seven days later.  The 
time, date and place at which reconsideration will oc-
cur must be announced prior to the close of the prior 
session, which is tonight, and must be published in 
a newspaper at least two days prior to reconsidera-
tion; in addition, two petitions have been received for 
secret ballots on Article 5 and Article 6, so that any 
vote taken pertaining to those Articles will be by se-
cret ballot; in addition, common sense rules will apply 
to the conduct of the meeting.  Generally, established 
rules of procedure will prevail although the Modera-
tor reserves the right to interpret to the benefi t of the 
meeting and as explained previously, the assembly as 
a whole may overrule any ruling that the Moderator 
makes.  The Moderator reminded everyone that it is 
a meeting of issues, and not of personalities.  He also 
wanted to reaffi rm that they have a non-voting sec-
tion, as is customary for them, to the right of the tun-
nel as you are coming in.  If there is anyone, though he 
doesn’t believe there is, in the general audience that 
is not a registered voter to move over to that section. 
He also reminded people in that section that unless the 
Moderator allows it, they are not entitled to speak or 
vote at the meeting.  He pointed out that Article 1 is 
the election of Town offi cers, which will occur March 
9, 2010, at the High School in the gym.  The hours 
will be 7am to 7pm.  They will have a blood drive 
and bone marrow registry 1pm-6pm.  Article 2 is the 
zoning amendments proposed by the Planning Board, 
which will also occur on March 9, 2010.  Article 3, 
which is the issuance of long-term debt for the recon-
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struction of roads, will also occur on March 9, 2010.  
Moderator Bullock stated that each Council member 
is assigned certain committees at the beginning of the 
Council year and read through them so the audience 
would know who to look for, for a response if there 
are any questions. 
Councilor Longval – Town Publications, Town Hall, 
Town Events, Parks & Recreation, Summer Day 
Camp Fund
Vice Chair Young – Finance Department, Fund Bal-
ance Reserve, Insurance, Library, Police Department, 
Police Special Details
Councilor Scanlon – Safety Complex, Legal, Ceme-
teries, NH Municipal Association, Southern NH Plan-
ning, Manchester Transit Authority, Sewer Enterprise 
Fund
Councilor Roy – General Assistance, Historic Dis-
trict, Social Service Agency, Emergency Manage-
ment, Hydrant Rental, Building Inspection, Assess-
ing, Conservation Commission
Councilor Bandazian – Planning Department, Plan-
ning Board, Information Systems, Zoning Board, Fire 
Department
Chairman Izbicki – Town Council, Town Manager, 
Town Clerk, Elections, Voter Registration, Unallo-
cated Reserve, Tax Collector, BCTV
Councilor Dermody – Bedford Village Common, 
Public Works, Building Maintenance
Moderator Bullock read Article 5 Motor Vehicle Reg-
istration Fees and the explanation.
Shall the Town, subject to NH RSA 39:3, adopt the 
provisions of NH RSA 261:153, VI (a) by increasing 
the local motor vehicle registration fee by $5.00 for 
the sole purpose of supporting a municipal and trans-
portation improvement fund.
Explanation:  The fee established by this statute al-
lows a community to fund improvements in the lo-
cal or regional transportation system including roads, 
bridges, bicycle and pedestrian facilities, parking and 
intermodal facilities and public transportation.  The 
Town intends to use all of the proceeds to help sup-
port our local road maintenance and improvements.
The Town Council recommends passage of this Ar-
ticle.
MOTION by Councilor Young to approve an in-
crease in the local motor vehicle registration fees in 
the amount of $5 pursuant to NH RSA 261:152, IV 
(a) for the purpose of supporting a municipal and 
transportation improvement fund; such increase to be-
come effective April 1, 2010.  Seconded by Councilor 
Longval.
Councilor Roy stated that the RSA should have been 
261:153, not 152.  Amendment accepted by Council-
or Young and Councilor Longval.
Carolyn Akins, 53 Pebble Beach Drive, appreciates 
what they want to do for the Town, but wondered if 
they have considered the residents who would have 
diffi culty handling it.  She wanted to hear more from 
the townspeople. Councilor Young responded that 
last year the State came through with a $35 increase 
in this area with none of it going to the Town.  The 
Town needs to support its road program and this was 
an effective way to tie a fee to that road program rath-
er than just putting the money back into the general 
revenue and put the burden back onto all taxpayers; 
even those who do not use the roads.  They felt that 
this was more consistent in a cost that would go with 
the usage of the roads.
Russ Marcoux, 14 Pebble Beach Drive, stated that he 
was the generator of this Article.  They were trying to 
stay within a 2% increase in the Town portion of the 
property taxes.  As a result of all of the revenues lost 
from the State and all of the other changes that they 
made, he was prepared to reduce the road program in 
the budget from $1 million dollars to $900,000.  He 
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explained that RSA 261 has been in existence since 
1997 and allows communities to charge $5 more for 
vehicle registrations, but they have to use the money 
for road improvements.  The Town intends to use 
100% of that money to fund the local roads program, 
which will bring the money for local roads back up 
to $1 million dollars.  He introduced it as part of the 
budget and felt that in order to maintain the local 
roads, that $5 would be charges to people who reg-
ister their vehicles.  He explained that last year the 
State of NH imposed a $30 fee on license plates for a 
certain weight up to $45 without any recourse on the 
part of local government.  As the Town Manager and 
resident, he supports the motion.
Elaine Tefft, 7 Meetinghouse Road, wanted a short 
and accurate description of what an intermodal facil-
ity is.  Chairman Izbicki responded that an intermodal 
facility is a facility that is centrally located that has all 
modes of transportation originating from it; airport, 
rail, highways, buses, ports, etc.   Ms. Tefft wanted 
to know why they included that in the Article; Bed-
ford has no ports and has no airport.  Mr. Marcoux re-
sponded that this was a result of RSA 261:153 VI (a), 
which clearly describes all of the items that are in the 
Article.  They were trying to be inclusive so that ev-
erybody knew what the pieces of it were.  Obviously 
for Bedford, it’s only road transportation.  Thought 
they should have just copied the parts that apply.  She 
thought they should cross that part out before she gets 
nervous about somebody wanting to build an airport. 
She objects to the $5 increase, because she feels they 
are getting nickel and dimed to death and she’s tired 
of it.  Fees never go away.  She’s would vote no and 
she urged other people to vote no.  She thinks the vot-
ers would be better informed if the Town Council, 
instead of spending money on the laptops for every 
Town Councilor has spent some of that money for a 
Town Report, which they’ve done for several decades. 
They would be better informed and know more about 
what’s going on and have the opportunity to do some 
research.  Not everybody has the internet.  The tradi-
tion in Bedford is Town Reports and she thinks the 
Town Council would have been embarrassed to put 
intermodal facilities in a Town Report. 
John Graham, 8 Ministerial Circle, wanted to clarify 
what Councilor Young and the Town Manager said. 
Of that increase in car registrations that the State im-
posed, the fi rst 12% goes back to the cities and towns 
and block grant aid, so Bedford will be getting more 
money in block grant aid this year as a result of that.
Rick Larson, Sebbins Pond Drive, wanted to know 
what the benefi t was of putting it outside the tax rate. 
If they need more money for the maintenance, he 
wanted to know why they didn’t put it in the budget. 
Councilor Young responded that there is no benefi t 
other than to try to tie the revenue generation to the 
use of the money being generated.  This is a direct 
link; people come and register their car, they pay the 
$5 and the $5 goes to road maintenance rather than a 
general tax increase on a house, which has nothing to 
do with the use of the roads.  Mr. Larson wanted to 
know how many rental units are in Town.  The only 
benefi t he sees if someone who rents then registers 
their car here, but doesn’t pay property tax.  Council-
or Young didn’t know the exact number, but thought 
it was in the 700 range.  He explained that a home 
could have one car or fi ve cars.  Mr. Larson thought it 
would be fairer to put it in the road maintenance bud-
get.  Councilor Young responded that the expense is 
totally in the road maintenance budget.  Chairman Iz-
bicki explained that the money is coming from vehicle 
registrations; it is $5 per vehicle going into the road 
maintenance fund.  Mr. Larson wanted to know why 
they are calling it a fee when it’s a tax.  He thought 
it sounded like they were running the Town like the 
airlines; charge for baggage, charge for a pillow, etc. 
Why not be clear and put everything in the budget 
and fund it through the budget.  Chairman Izbicki 
responded that they are being clear.  The Town has 
lost a lot of revenue from the State this year, which 
they are passing through the taxpayers and there may 
be more lost revenue next year.  They are trying to 
maintain services in the Town without cutting and 
they did pretty good this year even with the lost rev-
enue.  Their focus right now is to maintain services 
the best they can without imposing more than a 2% 
municipal tax rate.  They are looking to fi nd revenue. 
Mr. Larson thought they were having tunnel vision on 
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the tax rate and looking outside for revenue.  When a 
fee is charged to a business or a person, it’s a tax.  He 
doesn’t think they should support it and they should 
put the needed money back in the budget for road 
maintenance.  
Kent Worden, Birchwood Circle, thought they were 
insidious fees and smoking mirrors and wanted the 
Council to tell them what the real tax rate is.
Jane Boyer, 26 Wiggin Road, she gets what the Coun-
cil is saying and it makes perfect sense to her that 
people who have a car and drive on the roads are go-
ing to pay $5 extra for that privilege.  It’s takes a tiny 
bit of strain off the non-drivers.  She’s retired and has 
a fi xed income and the taxes are going up and she 
doesn’t think it’s unreasonable to ask for $5 per car 
to make up for the defi cit of the money that the Town 
is not getting from the State that they used.  She is in 
favor of the Article.  
John Van Uden, 49 Seton Drive, commented on the 
fee imposed by the State not coming back to the Town, 
but 12% of it is.  He thought the $5 fee was insidious. 
He mentioned that there were a lot of senior citizens 
in Bedford, including himself, that are on a fi xed in-
come.  He doesn’t think the Council understands that 
the country nationwide is in a recession.  He thought 
it was more like a depression.  He thought they should 
be cutting the bill.  He talked about the wind storm 
and mentioned that people are hurting.  He thought to 
have any charge of $5 or to increase the budget by one 
penny would hurt a lot of people.  He recommended 
that the Council take a good look in the mirror and 
say to themselves is it absolutely necessary to raise 
the taxes and is it absolutely necessary to improve the 
roads.   At this time, he thinks it’s ludicrous and it 
should not be approved.  If anything, he would wipe 
the board and go back to nothing.
Kathy Benuck, 83 Gault Road, stated that for many 
years, she was the director of the Highways Users 
Federation and New Hampshire was one of her states. 
If she was trying to write something that she would 
consider to be very proactive, this would be it.  This 
is exactly the type of thing they worked for through-
out the State of New Hampshire for years; dedicat-
ed revenue for a dedicated purpose paid by the user 
who benefi ts the most from the service.  Obviously it 
doesn’t hit everyone in Town; it only hits the automo-
bile owner regardless of how many drivers drive that 
particular car.  She understands everybody being con-
cerned about money, but the reality is $5 doesn’t even 
get you in and out of Dunkin’ Donuts anymore.  It’s 
a tax that will be paid once a year.  If it could go to-
wards road maintenance, which the Town desperately 
needs, it is better to do this now with dedicated dollars 
paid by the road users, than to continue to delay road 
maintenance and have everybody in the Town hit with 
higher taxes to pay for it later. 
Joleen Worden, Birchwood Circle, stated that they 
have fi ve cars, two that are owned by members of the 
Navy serving overseas.  Those two cars are not driven 
much, so they shouldn’t assume that this is a fair fee 
for mileage driven on the road.  Four out of the fi ve 
cars in her household combined together do not put 
5,000 miles on the roads per year.  Why don’t they try 
charging people for the amount of miles they drive; 
maybe that would be fair; maybe they should turn half 
the roads in Bedford back to dirt roads.  She thought 
that every fee is an insidious tax.  She wanted to ask 
everybody sitting up at the table how many of them 
have not had a job or how many of them actually had 
to worry about whether they could buy lunch for $5. 
She would lay bets that none of them have.  Not ev-
eryone in Bedford is rich.  
Moderator Bullock interrupted and reiterated that 
he would not tolerate personal attacks.  Ms. Worden 
didn’t think it was a personal attack.  Moderator Bull-
ock believes it is.  Ms. Worden thinks everyone needs 
to realize that $5 can mean a very important differ-
ence to people.  
Councilor Scanlon wanted to respond to Ms. Wor-
den.  He stated that she shouldn’t sit in the audience 
and pretend she knows the fi nancial circumstances 
of anyone sitting at that table or anyone sitting in the 
room.  Whether or not any of them have ever wor-
ried about whether they’d have a piece of bread with 
mayonnaise on it for dinner at night is quite frankly 
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none of her business unless they choose to give it to 
her.  He would appreciate it if she would refrain from 
continuing to take these kinds of personal attacks to-
wards not only himself, but anyone else who serves 
on the Council.  It is very disrespectful and he’s sure 
she wouldn’t expect that from them to her.  To her 
other point, the Town did try to put their roads to dirt 
ones about 20 years ago.  About 10 years ago they 
realized the error of their ways and have now spent 
millions and millions of dollars repairing the roads 
and now they have another $30 million dollars on 
the ballot to continue that program.  Letting the roads 
turn to dirt is not the answer.  It is more expensive to 
bring them back from that than it is to maintain them 
properly.  The million dollars in the budget is only 
going to maintain the roads that have been repaired 
and do not need reconstruction and that’s probably 
not even enough.  To reduce that money is just going 
to let roads like Liberty Hill Road that was repaired 
10 years ago and is falling back into disrepair, not get 
the repairs they need.  They can pay for it with a $5 
surcharge, or they can pay for it through the property 
taxes.  It is a tax; it’s a different way of taxing.  He 
agrees that this is being put on the people that have 
fi ve cars.  If their children’s cars aren’t being driven, 
then don’t register them; put them on blocks like other 
people do when they go away in the military.  That’s 
an option.  The people have to decide if they want to 
pay for this through their taxes on their house or do 
they want to pay a $5 fee.  As far as he knows, they 
haven’t had a single complaint from anybody coming 
in to the Town Offi ces to register their car that the 
State raised the fee to $35.  If people are okay with 
$35 he hopes that they will be okay with $5 that tar-
gets the money right back to where you live and drive 
on the roads the most.
Walter Griffi n, 16 Spyglass Point Circle, thought the 
$5 dollar fee was being justifi ed by having it applied 
to the ongoing road maintenance.  He mentioned that 
there was a $1 million line item in the handout for this 
item this year.  He stated that over the past couple of 
years they have gotten $20 million dollars in bonds 
that have been issued for highway maintenance and 
improvement.  At the Town Meeting they are being 
asked to support another $30 million dollars.  He 
wanted to know what the relationship was between 
the $1 million dollars this year and the bond issue.  He 
wanted to know if the $1 million dollars in the budget 
this year coming out of the prior bond issues.  Chair-
man Izbicki responded that they have a budget for 
road maintenance and it’s normally $1 million dol-
lars a year.  That’s just to maintain the existing roads. 
That is an operating budget.  What they are proposing, 
which they have in the past, are capital road bonds, 
which will be used to reconstruct the roads in Town 
so they can bring them to a level where they will be 
maintaining them and not reconstructing them.  Right 
now there are 55 miles of road left to do.  If they don’t 
do something with them it won’t be $30 million dol-
lars to fi x, it will be a lot more.  They are two distinct 
budgets.  Mr. Griffi n wanted to know if the road main-
tenance was strictly keeping them clean and cleaning 
out the culverts or resurfacing them at all.  Chairman 
Izbicki responded that they do some minor resurfac-
ing, pothole repairs, things like that, under the mainte-
nance budget.  Mr. Griffi n referred to the 55 miles of 
roads left to do and wanted to know how many have 
been done.  Chairman Izbicki responded that there are 
180 miles of roads and there are about 55 miles of 
roads that need to be reconstructed or rehabilitated, 
which is taking it down to the dirt, new culverts and 
things like that.  
Elaine Tefft, 7 Meetinghouse Road, doesn’t think it’s 
an either/or choice.  She doesn’t think it’s either pay 
the $5 fee or it’s going to be tacked on to the real 
estate tax bill.  She has a whole other concept; why 
don’t they cut the budget.  According to the Federal 
government there is no cost of living increase because 
the cost of living hasn’t gone up, but the Town budget 
keeps going up.  She thinks it’s time they start liv-
ing within their means.  She suggested that instead of 
adding fees and instead of, if it doesn’t pass, dumping 
it on to the real estate taxes, they should fi nd a place 
to cut the budget.  She’ll be happy to help.
Chris Shapley, 46 Pilgrim Drive, talked about the re-
construction of roads and assumed it varied.  There 
are some subdivisions where the roads were built well 
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and they don’t need reconstruction and there are some 
subdivisions where the road was built so cheaply and 
badly that they were lucky to survive the fi rst win-
ter.  He wanted to know if it would be fairer to have 
the occupants of subdivisions with poorly constructed 
roads pay for their own roads and the taxpayers take 
care of roads required for transport through the Town 
as opposed to prettying up crappy roads in poorly 
built subdivisions.
Tom Smith, 26 Kensington Lane, mentioned the 12% 
money that’s going to be re-distributed to the towns 
from the increase of the cost of the license plates.  He 
wanted to know if the Town anticipated what that 
amount would be and how it would be utilized.  
Crystal Dionne responded that this is the fi rst they’ve 
heard that they are going to be receiving money back 
from the State in the form of Highway Block Grant. 
This is news to the Town.  They have yet to see any-
thing; they have yet to receive any correspondence 
from the State directly.  This is something they are 
going to need to verify.
Mr. Smith wanted to know what the Town anticipates 
in revenues from the $5 increase.  Mr. Marcoux re-
sponded that for the fi rst year it would be $85,000 be-
cause they are starting the program in April.  In the 
subsequent years, they estimate $115,000 based on 
the number of cars currently registered.
Linda Camarota, 16 Weymouth Drive, explained that 
since 1981 they’ve been putting tax dollars towards 
the roads.  The Town resurfaced a part of Weymouth 
Drive; they brought it down to the dirt, leveled it, 
and did whatever engineers do.  She wanted to let the 
Town know that this week, that newly constructed 
road just gave way.  She’s feeling that the money they 
are investing in the roads may not be handled as ef-
fectively as possible.  The Town might want to look 
at who they are asking to do their roads, because she 
never would have expected their road to do that and 
now it’s one of the worst roads in Bedford.  She’s not 
in favor of any tax increase after attending the School 
Board meeting and seeing the increases on that side of 
the Town.  She doesn’t think that a lot of citizens can 
handle any increases at this point.    
Moderator Bullock stated that any action taken on Ar-
ticle 5 would be by secret ballot and explained the 
process.  
John Van Uden, 49 Seton Drive, wanted to know 
if they have a secret ballot on the Town Council at 
meetings.  Moderator Bullock responded that that is 
outside the scope of the Budgetary Town Meeting.
Moderator Bullock explained that if somebody puts a 
yes vote in the ballot box that is saying that they are 
voting to put in a $5 added fee.  If somebody votes no 
then that means they do not want the $5 fee.  
Moderator Bullock gave the results of the vote on Ar-
ticle 5:
 YES – 84, NO – 38; Article 5 passes.
Moderator Bullock read Article 6 Town Operating 
Budget.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate 
such sums of money as may be necessary to defray 
the Town charges for the ensuing year.
General Fund $22,208.419
Police Special Detail 488,383
Recreation Day Camp 142,360
Bedford Comm. TV 304,763
Special Revenue Funds 48,000
Sewer Fund 1,181,277
Total Appropriation $24,373,202
Councilor Scanlon called a point of order and thought 
that they should have a motion on the budget before 
they went through it.  Moderator Bullock responded 
that they haven’t in the past but he would accept a mo-
tion.  Councilor Scanlon referred it to Attorney Bart 
Mayer who suggested if Councilor Scanlon wanted 
to make a motion he would be glad to have him do it.
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MOTION by Councilor Scanlon that the Town of 
Bedford raise the total appropriation of $24,373,202. 
Seconded by Chairman Izbicki.  
Moderator Bullock read the proposed 2010 Town 




** Year to Date fi gures are Preliminary (Unaudited) 
Elaine Tefft, 7 Meetinghouse Road, wanted to know 
what the Town Council needs $951,000 for.  She 
wanted to know if the $20,000 expended so far was 
for legal fees.  Chairman Izbicki responded that of the 
$951, 606, there is $924,000 for the sale of land that 
the Town has.  If they sell the land it goes into the 
budget; it’s money in and money out.  It’s more of 
a placeholder.  Ms. Tefft wanted to know where it’s 
going out if they sell it.  Chairman Izbicki stated that 
if they sell it, it’s money coming into the Town.  Ms. 
Tefft wanted to know if they were planning to spend 
it as soon as they get it; shouldn’t it be under revenue 
instead of expenditure.  Chairman Izbicki responded 
that it is.  It’s revenue and expenditure so it cancels 
itself out.  Ms. Tefft responded that it shouldn’t.  If 
you have an asset and you sell it and you get money 
then you have the money.  You don’t have to spend 
it.  Councilor Scanlon explained that in the past they 
have sold land that belonged to the Town.  The pro-
ceeds from that have gone into the Town Council’s 
Land Purchase Account.  That’s the money they used 
when they bought the property on Gault Road so 
that they can do the realignment there.  They have 
a certain amount of money that rolls over from year 
to year because they haven’t spent it because there 
wasn’t a piece of land they wanted to buy.  If they 
sell a piece of land this year, that money would be 
deposited.  Since they sell a piece of land, they feel 
like they should put it into a piece of land.  It goes 
into the Town Council’s Land Account, so if a piece 
of property comes up in 2010, that money will be 
available for them so they can act and purchase that 
piece of land.  Just because it’s there, it doesn’t mean 
it’s going to get spent.  If it doesn’t get spent, it gets 
rolled over.  He explained that last year when they 
had to buy a new computer system for the account-
ing department, they did remove some of the money 
from the Land Account to help make up for the short-
fall so there wouldn’t be an impact on the taxes.  Ms. 
Tefft wanted to know how much was in the account 
now not including the $924,000.  Councilor Scanlon 
responded that $924,000 is the total, but he deferred 
to Ms. Dionne.  Ms. Dionne explained that it’s on the 
back page of the handout, page 12.  The Land Re-
serve has $382,512 in there currently and that money 
is held by the Trustees of the Trust Funds.  Ms. Tefft 
responded that then there is currently approximately 
$1.2 million when they sell the $924,000.  Ms. Di-
onne stated if they sell a piece of property.  Ms. Tefft 
stated that it bothers her that it appears that they’ve 
already encumbered it so it doesn’t get deducted from 
the total amount and go to reduce the tax bill.  If the 
Town sells a piece of land, she wants them to not en-
cumber it, not buy more land, and just do it to lower 
their taxes.  
Elaine Tefft, 7 Meetinghouse Road, wanted to know 
what is included under Police Communications. 
Councilor Young responded that it’s the part of the 
Police Department that deals with dispatching and 
all of those functions that deal with communicating 
back and forth between the patrol cars and the cen-
tral Police station.  Ms. Tefft wanted to know if it’s 
men, equipment, memberships in various organiza-
tions.  Councilor Young responded that it’s all of 
that.  There are maintenance contracts, telephone, 
and the standard cost of the employees themselves, 
machinery & equipment.  There’s also a capital re-
serve of $18,000 that they put it every year to upgrade 
the communications equipment.  Ms. Tefft wanted 
to know if it was correct that there are personnel in 
Administration, Communications, Patrol, Detectives, 
and Animal Control.  Ms. Dionne responded that she 
is correct; all of those areas of the budget do include 
costs for personnel.  For communications specifi cally, 
it includes the cost of the dispatchers who run that de-
partment; 7 dispatchers, a dispatch supervisor, as well 
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as a Lieutenant that are included.  That’s about 95% 
of that budget for communications.  It’s for personnel 
services, taxes and retirement costs.  The additional 
piece is for the deposit into capital reserve for replace-
ment of the radio console.    Ms. Tefft thought that 
Ms. Dionne should
John Van Uden, 49 Seton Drive, wanted to know if 
insurance was under one company or multiple compa-
nies.  Councilor Young responded that it is one com-
pany.  He explained that there are different insurances, 
but the majority of the insurance, the health insur-
ance, building insurance, etc. are under one company 
and they feel they get a good arrangement.  They’ve 
looked at the total package and feel that they get good 
value for dollars they put into that insurance budget. 
It’s through the LGC.  Mr. Van Uden wanted to know 
if they could go out to bid.  Councilor Young respond-
ed that if the insurance gets ‘out of norm’, then they 
should be shopping around, but as long as the insur-
ance is coming in at fair and reasonable prices, they 
would not shop around on a yearly basis.  He agrees 
with the position that the Finance Director has taken 
in that area; that they need to stabilize the insurance 
and make sure that the coverage is adequate for a fair 
price, and not shop around on an annual basis.  Mr. 
Van Uden agrees with him in that respect.  He men-
tioned the different amounts shown on the proposed 
appropriations sheet, and wanted to know if the Town 
Manager is recommending a lower amount and the 
Town Council is recommending a higher amount and 
that the working budget for 2009 is around $200,000 
in difference.  Why should they be going up and not 
maintaining the status.  Councilor Young stated that 
the Town Manager’s recommendation was an estimate 
that was done in September.  Since then, the Town 
Council got the information from the insurance com-
pany which had to be refl ected in the budget.  There 
is a substantial increase in the health care costs.  If 
Mr. Van Uden wants more details, then he will defer 
to Ms. Dionne.  Mr. Van Uden fi nds it disturbing that 
they had a secret vote on a $5 issue, but on a $200,000 
difference, they have no issue.
Jane Boyer, 26 Wiggin Road, uses only one insurance 
company and gets a discount for putting all their in-
surance under one carrier.  She wanted to know if it’s 
the same way with the Town’s insurance.  Councilor 
Young responded yes.
Cindy Chagnon, 12 Carriage Lane, stated that they 
are all upset with what’s happening with the insur-
ance rates, but it is the one factor that is out of the con-
trol of the Town Council and the School Board.  The 
Local Government Center advocates to get the best 
rates possible for the town governments and school 
districts that are part of the LGC.   When the School 
Board has looked elsewhere they found the rates to be 
much higher.  
Chris Shapley, 46 Pilgrim Drive, assumed that un-
der Fire Operations is the function of the ambulance 
and EMT service.  Councilor Bandazian responded 
that it is.  Mr. Shapley stated that the Town charges 
about 50% more than Blue Cross thinks is reasonable. 
Since the Town doesn’t seem to be able to provide 
an ambulance service at a rate that Blue Cross thinks 
is reasonable, he wanted to know if the Town would 
consider privatizing the ambulance service and dis-
continues it as a Town function.  Councilor Banda-
zian stated that they had looked at privatizing in the 
past.  They feel that the service that is provided to the 
residents is essential.  It produces a little over a half 
million dollars in revenue to the Town.  Mr. Shapley 
wants to know why it’s 50% more than Blue Cross 
thinks is appropriate for that service.  Councilor Ban-
dazian stated that Blue Cross negotiates contracts with 
health providers for reduced fees.  The fee the Town 
regularly charges is the non-contract price.  They ac-
cept Blue Cross payment.  Mr. Shapley responded no 
they don’t.  He got a bill for $1,150.  Blue Cross only 
gave him $700 and he had to fund the other $450. 
Councilor Bandazian stated that that might be a func-
tion of his health plan.  Mr. Shapley stated that the 
Town’s ambulance service is signifi cantly more than 
Blue Cross thinks is appropriate.  Councilor Banda-
zian responded that Blue Cross negotiates with health 
providers for reduced rates, but it’s not the prevailing 
way.  Mr. Shapley wanted to know if he was suggest-
ing that there is no ambulance services that accept the 
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Blue Cross’s usual and customary.  Councilor Banda-
zian responded that it’s been his experience, and he 
reviews numerous ambulance bills in his profession. 
Mr. Shapley thinks they could fi nd an ambulance ser-
vice that is closer to the Blue Cross usual and custom-
ary.  
Elaine Tefft, 7 Meetinghouse Road, stated that for 
most of the years she’s lived in Bedford and the Fire 
Station and ambulance was across the street, there 
was no charge for ambulance services.  She wanted to 
know if it was her understanding that the Town bills 
for the ambulance service and whatever the insur-
ance doesn’t pay, they use a Massachusetts collection 
agency to collect the difference.  Ms. Dionne stated 
that they have been billing for ambulance service for 
many years; this is not new this year.  It’s been at least 
10 years plus.  It’s a billing agency, not a collection 
agency out of Massachusetts that is very familiar with 
dealing with multiple insurance agencies and they do 
fi le claims on behalf of the Town.  The Town does 
not have the resources to work with those particular 
insurance agencies.  The agency down in Massachu-
setts does bill on behalf of the Town; it is not a col-
lection agency.  Ms. Tefft wanted to know how far 
they go to try and collect.  Ms. Dionne responded that 
they send out two notices and if individuals are mak-
ing some type of payment, they will continue send 
monthly statements.  Ms. Tefft thinks that with all 
of the taxes the people in Town pay, that would be 
icing on the cake and adding insult to injury.  She’s 
distressed to hear that that’s the way it’s happening 
now, because even when the Town started billing for 
ambulance service, there was an understanding that 
whatever the insurance company paid, that would be 
it.  She wanted to know what year they started using 
the collection agency to go after people to collect the 
difference.  Ms. Dionne responded that it’s not a col-
lection agency.  The Town Council has said time and 
time again that if individuals in this community are 
experiencing a fi nancial hardship and they are unable 
to pay the balance of their ambulance bill, there is a 
phone number that is directly on that bill that comes 
right to her and they can call and explain their situa-
tion and to say that their insurance company only paid 
X and to pay the balance would cause them a fi nancial 
hardship.  The Town absolutely works with those in-
dividuals.  She receives multiple calls every week on 
those.  Ms. Tefft wanted to know if they also collected 
from people out of state and Ms. Dionne responded 
absolutely they collect from people out of state.  Ms. 
Tefft wanted to know if they charge for a fi re truck 
or Jaws of Life and other emergency equipment as 
well or just the ambulance.  Ms. Dionne responded 
that the Fire service is a service that’s provided by the 
Town and is part of the operating budget of the Town. 
There is not a separate billing for Fire service.  Ms. 
Tefft responded so the Fire truck and the Jaws of Life 
are free, but the ambulance ride is going to cost you 
whatever the difference is and Ms. Dionne responded, 
that’s correct.  Ms. Tefft stated that because of the 
quality of the Town’s EMTs and personnel in the Fire 
Department, she thinks they should keep that service 
in Town.  They know the residents, they are highly 
trained, they are professional, they are kind and they 
are helpful.  She didn’t want the Town to send it to a 
private ambulance service.  
Dave Gilbert, 269 Pulpit Road, stated that he used the 
ambulance service, his insurance company paid, he 
received a bill from the billing company and his in-
surance paid that as well.  He paid nothing for the 
ambulance service.
Susan Tufts Moore, 27 Bedford Center Road, want-
ed to know why there was such a large discrepancy 
for the Conservation Commission between the 2010 
Manger Recommended amount and the 2010 Coun-
cil Recommended amount.  Councilor Roy respond-
ed that the Conservation Commission came upon 34 
acres of land that bordered the Pulpit Rock Conserva-
tion Area.  The piece of land bordered the Towns of 
New Boston and Amherst.  The Conservation Com-
mission was able to purchase that to add to and ex-
pand on the Pulpit Rock Conservation Area, so those 
funds were expended.  
Rick Larson, Sebbins Pond Drive, wanted to know 
if BCTV was funded solely through Bedford tax col-
lected by Comcast.  Chairman Izbicki responded that 
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that’s an enterprise fund.  They collect 4 percent off of 
everybody’s Comcast bill; that goes into an enterprise 
account.  There is no tax impact to the residents.  If 
you subscribe to Comcast, then you pay into BCTV; 
about 4 percent of your bill.  Mr. Larson stated that 
it’s Bedford tax collected by Comcast and given to 
BCTV.  Chairman Izbicki responded no.  Comcast 
collects the money; the Town has an agreement with 
Comcast that they will pay the Town 4 percent of the 
revenues that they collect in Bedford.  Mr. Larson 
wanted to know if that 4 percent comes from their 
profi ts or from the residents of Bedford.  Chairman 
Izbicki responded that it comes from the services the 
residents have in Bedford from Comcast.  Mr. Lar-
son stated that it’s a tax.  Chairman Izbicki responded 
it’s a Comcast tax.  Mr. Larson stated that currently 
they tax cable service, phone service, and at the end 
of the month they are going to tax internet service. 
Chairman Izbicki responded that the Town doesn’t; 
it’s State regulated.  Mr. Larson wanted to know if 
they aren’t going to get charged an additional tax for 
internet service or does it come off of the total bill. 
Chairman Izbicki responded that it would be part of 
their bill, but it would go to Comcast and the State. 
The Town would not see any of that.  The Town gets 4 
percent of the revenue from the Comcast subscribers; 
just cable; not the phone, not the internet.  
John Van Uden, 49 Seton Drive, wanted to know what 
Debt Service was.  Mr. Marcoux responded that Debt 
Service is repayment of the bonds that the Town has 
outstanding as well as the interest payments on those 
bonds.  It’s decreasing because the Town hasn’t exer-
cised any bonds in the last few years.  Mr. Van Uden 
wanted to know if that meant that the debt is going 
down and Mr. Marcoux responded yes.  The Town 
has the capacity to bond around $120 million dollars 
and there is $17 million outstanding.  Mr. Van Uden 
wanted to know if the Mr. Marcoux thought a bond 
was a good idea.  Mr. Marcoux wanted to know for 
what and Mr. Van Uden responded everything.  Mr. 
Marcoux responded no.  Mr. Van Uden stated that his 
recommendation is to cut the budget.
Moderator Bullock stated that if there is no other dis-
cussion he will call for a vote and it’s going to be 
by secret ballot unless the petitioners withdraw their 
secret ballot request.  
Drew Klein, 11 Lawes Ave., wanted to know if some-
one could explain the $86,000 increase in the Recre-
ation Field budget.  Councilor Longval responded that 
they had a $70,000 backstop installed at Swenson’s 
Field and also $52,000 for water at Swenson’s Field. 
Ms. Dionne stated that the lion’s share of the increase 
in the Fields budget is due to $50,000 that’s being 
applied to construct backstops at the new Greenfi eld 
Farms fi elds.  That is being completely offset by rev-
enues in the form of Recreation Impact Fees.  $20,000 
is also in the budget for water at Legacy Field.  
Dave Michaels, 30 Maple Drive, wanted clarifi cation 
of a yes or no vote on the budget.  He wanted to know 
what happens if the majority votes no.  Moderator 
Bullock replied that they continue discussing it until 
they come to some kind of resolution.  It doesn’t go 
to a default budget.  Mr. Michaels wanted to know 
what happens if more than half of the people in the 
room vote no.  Councilor Roy responded that then 
they have no money.  
Moderator Bullock explained that he’s already asked 
for the petitioners to withdraw, but he hasn’t received 
an answer yet.  If they choose to withdraw, then it will 
not be a secret ballot.  If the body votes no, then what 
happens is they go back to square one and start work-
ing it over again tonight.  
MOTION by Councilor Young that this body approve 
the 2010 proposed appropriation budget as presented 
this evening.  Seconded by Councilor Longval.  
Councilor Roy thought there was already a motion on 
the fl oor.  Moderator Bullock stated that there is mo-
tion on the fl oor that they put forth originally.  Now 
they are at the point where he is going to call for a 
vote.
Roy Stewart, 19 Hickory Lane, stated that the petition 
to vote by secret ballot was only if there were any 
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changes and he doesn’t believe any changes had been 
made so the petition is moot.  Moderator Bullock ac-
cepted that.
  Vote taken – the ayes have it.  The 
budget is passed.
Moderator Bullock turned the meeting over to the 
Town Council Chairman Mike Izbicki before he en-
tertains a motion to adjourn.
Chairman Izbicki had Councilor Scanlon come for-
ward since this was his last meeting.  Chairman Iz-
bicki presented him with a plaque for his 9 years of 
service, two of those as Chair.  The plaque read:
Michael J. Scanlon
In Appreciation and Recognition of your 
Outstanding Dedication and Service 
as a Town Councilor
Bedford Town Council
2001 – 2010
Chairman – 2002, 2004
The Citizens of Bedford are Grateful
for your Leadership.
March 3, 2010
Chairman Izbicki told Councilor Scanlon that he ap-
preciated his support and help over the last three years 
and wished him good luck in his retirement.  
Moderator Bullock asked for a motion to adjourn.
MOTION to adjourn at 8:38pm.  Motion was Second-
ed.  Vote taken – Motion carries.
Submitted by:
Dawn Boufford, Executive Assistant              
Lori Radke, Town Clerk
 
 
2010 TOWN POPULATION AND 
TAX RATE INFORMATION 
 
POPLUATION – 24,344 (trended based on 2000 census) 
2010 ASSESSED VALUATION: $3,355,937,627 
 
TOWN        $4.13 
COUNTY    $1.10 
LOCAL SCHOOL TAX   $12.10 
STATE EDUCATION TAX  $2.29 
COMBINED TOTAL TAX RATE $19.62 
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Percent Increase/(Decrease) Over 2009 Tax Rate 
 
TOWN        3.50% 
COUNTY    0.01% 
LOCAL SCHOOL TAX   1.26% 
STATE EDUCATION TAX  0.00% 
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A. TO VOTE, completely fill in the OVAL to the RIGHT of your choice (s) like this:
B. Follow directions as to the number of candidates to be marked for each office.
C. To vote for a person whose name is not printed on the ballot, write the candidate’s name on
the line provided and completely fill in the OVAL.
ARTICLE 2: ZONING AMENDMENTS PROPOSED BY THE PLANNING BOARD
Amendment No. 1
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Bedford Zoning
Ordinance to amend Article 45-16 Adoption and Amendment Procedures by renumbering it to read 45-16-1 and
by deleting the words shown in strike through and adding the words in bold and by adding new paragraphs 2
through 5 as follows:
As authorized by RSA 675:2, this Ordinance shall be adopted and amended by a majority vote of any legal
town meeting the Town Council when such amendment is published in the warrant calling for the meet-
ing, and when such amendment has received at least one (1) public hearing notice of which has been duly
given at least ten (10) calendar days before said hearing, not including the day the notice is posted and
the day of said hearing, in the manner provided by RSA 675:7.  
45-16-2 Submission to the Planning Board
All requests for amendments to the Zoning Ordinance shall be referred to the Planning Board for
its consideration and the Board shall submit its recommendations concerning such requests to
the Town Council within ninety (90) days after the referral has been made by the Council.
45-16-3 Planning Board Hearing
The Planning Board shall hold a public hearing on the proposed amendment, with notice being
given in accordance with RSA 675:7.
45-16-4 Planning Board Initiative
The Planning Board may, upon its own initiative, consider amendments to the Zoning Ordinance
and submit recommendations to the Town Council.
45-16-5 Text of Ordinance
The full text of the proposed amendment to the Zoning Ordinance need not be included in the no-
tice if an adequate statement describing the proposal and designating a place where the proposal
is on file for public inspection is stated in the notice.
[This amendment would allow for the Town Council to make all future zoning amendments after at least
two public hearings are held, one by the Planning Board and one by the Town Council.  This amendment
is also one of the recommendations of the Bedford Economic Development Commission.]
YES
NO










more than one (1)For Three Years
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more than one (1)
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ZONING AMENDMENTS PROPOSED BY THE PLANNING BOARD CONTINUED
Amendment No. 2
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Bedford 
Zoning Ordinance to amend Article 45-13-2(b) by deleting subparagraph (2) in its entirety as shown in strikethrough
below:
A building permit for a nonresidential structure or building which is less than eight hundred square feet (800
s.f.) and is not intended for habitation, may be issued by joint approval of the Building Inspector and Zon-
ing Administrator, and shall not require a Planning Board Nonresidential Site Plan Review.
[This amendment is intended as housekeeping as the Planning Director already has the authority to 




Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Bedford Zoning
Ordinance to amend Article 45-14-5 Time Limits on Approvals by deleting the words shown in strike through and
adding the words in bold as follows:
Any variance, special exception, or administrative appeal granted by the Zoning Board of Adjustment shall
be rendered null and void unless active and substantial development has occurred within one (1) year from
the date of approval unless the applicant files a complete application for a building permit, site plan,
or subdivision plan for the subject parcel at which point the Zoning Board of Adjustment approval
will run with the administrative timeline of the building permit or Planning Board decision.
[This amendment is intended to allow projects which may take more than one year from the date of 
Zoning Board approval to not return for time extensions provided that they are actively seeking other 
approvals.  It has been the observation of the Board that it is rare for large or complex projects to be able




Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 4 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Bedford Zoning
Ordinance to amend Article 45-4-2(f)(1) Level II Home Occupations subsection d. by adding the words in bold as
follows:
If the home occupation is a day care facility, no more than 12 children shall be permitted and, a minimum
of fifty square feet (50 s.f.) of outside play area for each enrolled child shall be provided.





Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 5 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Bedford Zoning
Ordinance by deleting words shown in strike through and adding the words in bold as follows:
To amend Article 45-4-2(c)(2)a. Accessory Attached Apartments as follows: 
An accessory apartment shall be clearly incidental to the primary use of the property for a single dwelling,
and such accessory living space shall not exceed six hundred and fifty one thousand square feet (650
1,000 s.f.);
To amend Appendix 45-A Table of Uses by amending footnote number 27a. as follows: 
An accessory apartment shall be clearly incidental to the primary use of the property for a single dwelling,
and such accessory living space shall not exceed six hundred and fifty one thousand square feet (650
1,000 s.f.);
To amend Article 45-2 Definitions, Dwelling, Accessory Attached Apartment as follows:
An accessory dwelling unit, consisting of not more than six hundred fifty one thousand square feet (650
1,000 sq ft), constructed within or attached to a single detached residence.
[This amendment is intended to allow accessory apartments to be up to 1,000 square feet and to be more




Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 6 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Bedford Zoning
Ordinance to amend Article 45-13-2(b) by adding new subparagraph (2) as shown in bold as bellow:
Prior to the start of construction all wetlands shall be identified and flagged on the lot by a NH 
Certified Wetlands Scientist.  Flagging must be maintained during the construction and until a 
Certificate of Occupancy is issued by the Building Official or his agent.  Flagging shall be installed with
a maximum of no more than twenty-five (25) feet between flags.



















ZONING AMENDMENTS PROPOSED BY THE PLANNING BOARD CONTINUED
Amendment No. 7
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 7 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Bedford Zoning
Ordinance to amend Article 45-13-2 Building Permit Procedure by deleting the words shown in strike through and
adding the words in bold as follows:
Article 45-13-2 Building Permit Procedure.
All structures shall be constructed in accordance with the most current applicable residential and non-resi-
dential building codes as referenced in Article 2 Section 2-2-1 of the Town of Bedford Municipal 
Ordinances. that have been adopted by the Bedford Town Council. The Bedford Building Code Official shall
prepare an amendment for submission to the Town Council no less than every three years, requesting adop-
tion for revised building codes. The Town Council shall hold a public hearing on the proposed updates or re-
visions to the building codes with public notice as required by RSA 675:7. Such notice shall include information
stating where the proposed building code updates or revisions shall become final upon approval by the Town
Council and recording with the Town Clerk.
And to change the term Building Inspector to read as Building Official or his agent in two instances within 
Article 45-13-2(d) and Article 45-13-3(a)
[This amendment is intended as housekeeping to have the Zoning Ordinance refer to the proper and current
location of the building codes and title of the Building Official.]
YES
NO
ARTICLE 3- ISSUANCE OF LONG TERM DEBT FOR RECONSTRUCTION OF ROADS
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed thirty million dollars ($30,000,000) for
the purpose of the reconstruction and rehabilitation of town roads, such amount to come from the issuance of
bonds or notes under and in compliance with the Municipal Finance Act, RSA 33.  In addition, authorize the Town
Council to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon, and take such
other action as may be necessary to effect the issuance, negotiation, sale and delivery of such bonds or notes as
shall be in the best interest of the Town of Bedford, and pass any vote relating thereto.  (This article requires a two-
thirds ballot vote)
Explanation: The issuance of this long-term debt will address major concerns regarding the continuation of our
Town road reconstruction and rehabilitation program as proposed over a ten year period.  All funds will be used
solely to continue the Town roads program.  It is anticipated that this authorization may be separated into three
issuances of approximately $10,000,000 each in years, 2010, 2013 and 2016 in order to help mitigate the effects
on the Town’s portion of the tax rate. There are several factors being considered in regards to how we best struc-
ture the issuance(s) to maximize the benefit of bonding for these road projects. Such factors include but are not
limited to bond issue costs, market interest rates, construction timetables and economies of scale, which could be
realized from combining projects. It is the intent of the Town Council to consider these and other factors as well
as assessing the impact on the tax rate to yield the greatest benefit to the community during the continuation of
the roads program.
THE TOWN COUNCIL RECOMMENDS PASSAGE OF THIS ARTICLE.
YES
NO
ARTICLE 4- SUBMITTED BY INITIATIVE PETITION
To see if the Town will vote to approve the following resolution to be forwarded to our State Representative(s), our
State Senator, the Speaker of the House, and the Senate President.
RESOLVED: The citizens of New Hampshire should be allowed to vote on an amendment to the New Hampshire
Constitution that defines “marriage”.
YES
NO
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As Chairman of the 2010-2011 Bedford Town Council, 
I would like to begin by thanking the members of the 
Town Council for their assistance and support this 
past year.  Every member of the Council devotes 
much time and commitment to the position, and has to 
make many decisions in that post.  This past year was 
a very tough year for many of our Bedford residents. 
We also saw an additional loss of revenue in 2010 
from the State to Bedford, which has impacted our 
tax rate again for 2011. Many commercial projects 
that were planned for construction in 2009 started 
construction in 2010:  the Bedford Mall, Mini Cooper 
and Washington Place, with more projects expected to 
be under construction in 2011:  Route 101/114 project 
and the Lexus dealership. 
Once again the Bedford tax payers decided to 
vote down a road bond. Because of the 2010 road 
authorization not being approved by the voter’s, the 
Town is starting to see the result of not continuing 
to invest into our infrastructure, with the closure of 
Wallace Road between North Amherst road and Route 
101. With all that said, Bedford is still a great place 
to live and raise a family.  We have excellent Town 
services and school system thanks to our residents and 
the dedication of our board members, administration, 
staff and volunteers.
Bedford is uniquely situated within the state of 
New Hampshire. We are located on several major 
highways: FE Everett Turnpike, Route 101, and I-293 
and in 2011 the Airport Access Road. We are also 
served by the Manchester-Boston Regional Airport, 
an economic engine for the area including Bedford. 
Once the Airport Access Road is open in late 2011, 
Bedford will realize much more economic impact 
from the airport and surrounding areas. 
The New Hampshire Rail Transit Authority has been 
the recipient of two federal grants that will allow the 
authority to start the planning and preliminary design 
for the restoration of passenger rail service and an 
upgraded freight service between Concord, NH and 
Boston, MA. When passenger rail service and the 
upgraded freight service is a reality in NH, Bedford 
will feel the positive economic impacts of having a 
complete transportation system in its back yard.
Over the past year many positive things were realized 
in Bedford. The Bedford Historical Society (BHS) 
entered into a commercial lease with the Town of 
Bedford to restore the Stevens Buswell School and 
turn it into the Steven Buswell Community Center. The 
BHS has also been the recipient of several grants that 
will help with the rehabilitation of the Stevens Buswell 
School. The most notable grant was for $50,000 from 
Lowes. Please support the BHS and their efforts to 
rehabilitate the building and provide Bedford with a 
Community Center that is long over due. The Bedford 
Village Common Development Committee (BVCDC) 
has been very hard at work raising the necessary funds 
to complete the construction of the park. In 2010, the 
BVCDC has raised funds to complete the electrical 
system, received in kind donations to complete the 
construction of the access ramp between the Library 
parking lot and the Bedford Village Common parking 
lot from Continental Paving, LLC. Again, great work 
from our community members and the residents of 
Bedford for supporting with this great public private 
partnership.
We also put three recreational fi elds on line at 
Swenson’s Fields, two baseball fi elds and one rectangle 
fi eld. With the support and capitol investment from 
the town of Bedford impact fees and the Bedford 
sport leagues we were able to install the underground 
conduit system for future lights, backstops, fencing 
and sod on the two baseball fi elds. Thanks to our 
Public Works and Parks and Recreation departments 
for coordinating this important effort with all the 
parties.
Last year the Town Council approved a Tax 
Incremental Finance (TIF) District for the South 
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Bedford town line and the Route 101 Bridge south of 
Macy’s. The TIF concept is new to Bedford; however, 
it is an accepted method to collect taxes to pay for 
infrastructure improvements throughout the state. 
Establishing a TIF district in this location will permit 
the upgrading of existing infrastructure: roads, traffi c 
signals and associated road work to take place. These 
improvements will be paid for by the businesses 
that will benefi t the most from these infrastructure 
improvements and not the residents of Bedford. 
With these infrastructure improvements, additional 
commercial development can take place, which will 
expand our commercial tax base and help to further 
stabilize Bedford’s tax rate and the tax ratio between 
residential and commercial taxes.
Based on several recommendations from the Economic 
Development “sunset” Commission (a commission 
with a specifi c end date) the Bedford Town Council 
in 2009 established the Bedford Resource Group 
(BRG), comprised of Bedford residents with specifi c 
skills to help Bedford economic development along 
our commercial corridors. The BRG started meeting 
in 2010 and is starting to move forward with economic 
development in Bedford. This group will also be 
working with the surrounding towns and regions not 
only to help Bedford with economic development but 
also the region with economic development.
 
Over the past year we saw numerous appointments 
to the Boards and Commissions thanks to the many 
volunteers who applied for the open positions.  This 
was also the third year in a row of the appointment 
process adopted by the Council that proved to work 
well again.  We had more applicants than open 
positions and were able to fi ll every vacancy. I hope 
those who were not appointed last year will apply 
again this year for the several newly open positions. 
Seasonally, the most visible area of Town operations 
is winter road maintenance; also known as snow 
removal!  Thanks to our Department of Public Works 
we did budget properly for the 2009/2010 winter 
season. Hopeful this will hold true for the 2010/2011 
winter. On another note I want to take a moment 
to thank all of our highway crews on behalf of the 
Council for an excellent job of keeping our roads 
clear of snow and ice.  
This past year the Town Council and the School 
Board continued their Fiscal Communications 
Committee meetings. The purpose of the committee 
is to provide fi nancial overview of potential budgets 
based on anticipated expenditure plans of the School 
Board and Town Council prior to budgeting sessions. 
There are eight members on this committee; two 
each from the Town Council and School Board, the 
Superintendent of Schools and the Town Manager, 
and the fi nancial managers from both the Town and 
the school district. Members meet several times 
per year.  The last meeting held just before budget 
hearings begin. Taxpayers of Bedford have benefi ted 
by having this committee.  There is now more formal 
coordination and cooperation between the boards to 
provide better understanding during the budgeting 
process. This committee allows each board to 
understand any fi nancial impacts or items that might 
be requested by the other board. This committee met 
three times last year and it allowed the Town Council 
to understand what potential tax impacts the School 
Board was considering and vice versa. This new 
approach has enabled the Town Council to carefully 
decide which projects should be proposed for funding 
in 2011 or deferred to a later year. Also during this 
past year the Town Council Chair and Vice Chair 
met with the School Board Chair and Vice Chair on 
a monthly basis in the spirit of cooperation to discuss 
common issues such as fi eld usage, capital projects, 
etc and how each board could help resolve or support 
Town issues. I would like to thank, Terry Wolf, Cindy 
Chagnon and Bill Dermody for attending these early 
morning meetings.
Again the Council would like to thank all of the 
election offi cials and the individuals who helped 
make the 2010 Town and School Board Meetings a 
success. Last year was the third year the elections 
were held at Bedford High School gym. Previously, 
elections were held at the McKelvie School gym. 
Each year the elections are becoming a place for the 
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community to cast their votes, and also a time and 
location to catch up with their neighbors. The Red 
Cross blood drive, bone marrow drive, and the organ 
donor drive that is held during each election has been 
a huge success.  Thank you all for taking the time to 
donate such a precious gift. The election once again 
brought back a sense of community to the Town. At 
the election, several civic and community groups set 
up tables as voters exited the voting area. Participants 
included the: Bedford Village Common Development 
Committee, Animal Rescue League, Steven Buswell 
School community, Bedford Historical Society, 
Educational Farm at Joppa Hill, Rotary Club, Knights 
of Columbus, Bedford Library, just to name a few. 
These groups were able to share information with 
interested residents throughout the day.
Like every year, your Town Council was occupied 
with many agenda activities and policy items. As we 
considered each item presented to us over the past 
year we tried to listen to the residents while at the 
same time doing what is best for the Town of Bedford. 
I have enjoyed this past year as the Chairman of the 
Town Council, and would like to thank my fellow 
Councilors for their support and patience as we 
worked through the year addressing the current and 
future needs of our community. I would like to thank 
Bob Young for his service to the community and 
wish him the best in his retirement. Also I would 
like to thank Ken Peterson who was appointed by the 
Town Council in May 2010 to fi ll the seat vacated by 
Bob Young for all his support and keen insight and 
experience dealing with the many issues that come 
before the Town Council. Good luck in the future 
Ken and we hope you continue to be involved with 
the Town of Bedford. I would also like to thank our 
Town Manager, as well as Department Managers 
and employees for their hard work and dedication to 
making Bedford a better place to live, work, enjoy 
recreation and raise a family safely and securely.
Our focus continues to be making the Town of Bedford 
a safe and desirable community that is affordable and 
a great place to live and work.
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maintenance and upkeep projects through our operat-
ing budget.
As you may recall, we were also faced with the clo-
sure of a southern portion of Wallace Road from 
North Amherst Road to Briar Road.  Although not in 
our plans for 2010, faced with the road closure no-
tice by NH Department of Transportation, the Town 
acted quickly and responsibly by re-appropriating lo-
cal funds designated for roads to deal with the culvert 
replacement that should be completed by early spring, 
2011.
This year was spent with one of the more major inter-
nal projects:  the installation of entirely new and com-
pletely integrated municipal fi nancial software with 
all implementation services.  This major upgrade in-
cludes all aspects of our fi nancial services and report-
ing, budgeting, tax collection and payroll.  Yet to be 
completed is the reporting module and the integration 
of planning, permitting and code enforcement which 
should be completed in early 2011.
A major project undertaken this year was the fi rst ever 
codifi cation of all the Town Ordinances.  With funds 
set aside, our Town Clerk has overseen this major un-
dertaking.  We are anticipating fi nal delivery in the 
spring of 2011.
The Bedford Economic Development Commission 
presented its fi nal report to the Council on December 
16, 2009.  This year saw the formation of the Business 
Resource Group (BRG) to help guide the Town with 
the development of economic development strategies. 
This was one of the recommendations of the BEDC. 
Six of the seven members of this Group, who were 
appointed by the Council, represent various aspects 
of the business community.  The second major rec-
ommendation was an economic development posi-
tion.  Although this was not included in the Manager’s 
budget, the Council has been discussing this recom-
mendation and is expected to make a decision before 
the 2011 budget is presented to the Budgetary Town 
Meeting on March 2, 2011.   In addition, the Steering 
Committee comprised of local residents completed 
I am pleased to report that 2010 was a very busy year 
for the Town of Bedford.  I will highlight many of the 
projects and endeavors taken on by our staff during 
the year.  
Our fourth Town Budget was completed on schedule 
and reviewed by the Town Council.  The Council will 
be holding public hearings on the budget in January 
in advance of our Budgetary Town Meeting on March 
2, 2011.  A copy of our entire Budget message can be 
seen on our town website.  As it currently is amended, 
the Manager’s budget and Council’s actions resulted 
in an increase of 1.2% in the Municipal rate or $.05 
per thousand.  As a result of action by the New Hamp-
shire Legislature in 2010, the Town has lost again this 
year $155,590 in Revenue Sharing, and has had to in-
crease its retirement contributions yet another 5% (to 
10%) or $ 130,000 that the State has eliminated from 
its contribution to the Retirement system.  The addi-
tional effect on our rate is an additional 2 cents on our 
2011 budget.  
One of our Town’s major road projects this year was 
the completion of the realignment of Gault Road, a 
project that was started last year. This also included 
the sale of remaining land that was purchased for this 
project, which today has a house under construction. 
With the completion of the road reconstruction proj-
ect at the intersection of Route 101 and Nashua Road, 
which includes a new traffi c signal, traffi c moving in 
and out of Nashua Road is much safer.  This proj-
ect was completed with the cooperation of our State 
Department of Transportation and ARRA funding. 
Although we were successful in getting the Rt. 101 
project (from Wallace Road to the Route 114 inter-
section) back on the NH 10-Year Highway Plan, the 
biggest hurdle now is keeping that project on the plan, 
and having the funds appropriated for the construc-
tion.  While discussing major road improvements, we 
were also able to continue with our normal local road 
Town Manger
Town Manager
Russel R. Marcoux, Town Manager
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their work along with a consultant group in updating 
of our Master Plan.  That ten year updated plan was 
approved by the Planning Board in October.
A major economic development project was under-
taken this year:  the formation of a Tax Increment 
Financing (or TIF) district along South River Road. 
This is the fi rst such district in Bedford and allows the 
Town to undertake much needed infrastructure im-
provements with funds paid to the Town through the 
incremental assessment increases from new develop-
ment.  This project was unanimously approved by the 
Town Council in December.
 
2010 was the fi rst full year of our new website (www.
bedfordnh.org).  This new site is updated daily and 
has given us the opportunity to provide the most up to 
date information and announcements to our residents. 
In November, we launched our Video Tour Book on 
our website, which highlights fi ve major strengths of 
Bedford:  the Quality of Life, Education, Recreation, 
Economic Development as well as Real Estate and 
Relocation opportunities.  This project was complet-
ed through the generosity of businesses in Bedford 
whose advertisements made this opportunity possible. 
I would also like to congratulate our Town staff for 
again being the recipients of a “Certifi cate of Achieve-
ment for Excellence in Financial Reporting for 2009” 
Our Town and Crystal Dionne, our Finance Director 
were recognized by the GFOA organization for the 
sixth consecutive year.  Emile Lacerte, Jr. of our Pub-
lic Works Department was named a “Master Roads 
Scholar” by the UNH Technology Center.  Our BCTV 
Station and staff received three awards from the “Al-
liance for Community Media – NE Region:  Two fi rst 
places and one third place for community program-
ming.  These awards speak volumes to the dedication 
and commitment of our employees. Many of our em-
ployees continue to be recertifi ed in their respective 
fi elds.  
Overall, this has been an exciting year and at the 
same time, a year of many challenges.  I appreciate 
the opportunity to serve the Town of Bedford as your 
Town Manager.  Our Department Managers and all 
our employees strive to provide a positive experience 
for the citizens of Bedford when they come in contact 
with any aspect of Bedford’s Town government. Our 
employees continue to demonstrate a willingness to 
deliver services and work as a team to complete those 
goals.   Through their efforts, we have also been the 
recipients of many grants that have enabled us to bet-
ter serve our community.  We would not have been 
able to accomplish what we did this year without the 
support and encouragement of our Town Council.  We 
thank them as well for their support.
Please take a moment to surf our website, www.bed-
fordnh.org.  If you have any suggestions on how we 
can improve your town government please feel free 
to contact me by phone or e-mail at rmarcoux@bed-
fordnh.org.  Also, if you have the desire to serve your 
community, please feel free to contact our offi ce with 
your areas of interest.  Good government is made up 
of interested and involved citizens, and there are a 
myriad of boards, committees and commissions that 
welcome new ideas.  
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During 2010, the Town portion of the tax rate increased 
$0.14, or 3.5% from $3.99 to $4.13 per $1,000 of 
assessed valuation. The increase in the tax rate can be 
broken down into two parts, Town controlled and State 
of NH controlled. During 2010 the State of NH passed 
on additional retirement costs to local communities 
on top of the costs passed on in 2009 as well as the 
elimination of shared revenue funding from the State. 
These additional costs passed on by the State resulted 
in an increase of the Town’s portion of the tax rate 
amounting to $0.06, or 1.5% of the total increase. The 
remaining $0.08 increase is due to continued slowing 
revenues and general infl ationary increases.
It is important to note that the property tax rate consists 
of four individual tax rates; town, county, school and 
state education. For any given year, the Department 
of Revenue Administration fi nalizes this rate in 
September or October. Therefore, the fi rst half tax bill 
represents an estimate of your tax liability. Once the 
rate is set, the second half tax bill is adjusted to refl ect 
this change in rate. It is also important to note that 
property taxes are due each July 1st and December 
1st. Payments received subsequent to these dates are 
subject to statutory interest charges of 12% APR on 
delinquencies and 18% APR on liens. 
The Tax Collector’s offi ce is also responsible for all 
motor vehicle registrations. We are continuing with 
our online renewal process as a convenience to our 
residents. Motor vehicle registrations can be renewed 
online by visiting the town’s website and clicking the 
E-Reg license plate. Not only can residents complete 
straight renewals online, but they can also receive 
instant quotes for motor vehicle state and town fees. 
For further information regarding tax collections and/
or motor vehicle registrations, including frequently 
asked questions, please visit the Tax Collector/MV 





Crystal A. Dionne, CPA, Director
FINANCE AND PERSONNEL
The Finance Department prepared its sixth 
Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR) 
during 2010 for the 2009 calendar year. This report 
continues to meet the strict reporting standards of the 
Government Finance Offi cers Association (GFOA) 
and as such has received a Certifi cate of Achievement 
for Excellence in Financial Reporting for each year of 
compilation, 2004 through 2009. 
During 2010 the fi nance department underwent a 
major fi nancial system conversion. This massive 
project remained on schedule all year, with all 
fi nancial modules up and running as expected. I am 
proud to report that the implementation occurred 
using only the resources in house and specifi cally in 
the fi nance department. The abilities of your fi nance 
staff are exceptional and as such have saved the Town 
thousands of dollars in conversion and implementation 
costs. The remainder of the system conversion will be 
completed during 2011.
I’d like to thank the staff in both the Finance and Tax 
Collection offi ces for their continued dedication to the 
Town. The expectation that municipal departments 
produce more with less continues. Our incredibly 
small staff continues to deliver with effi ciency and 
accuracy time and time again and they are to be 
commended for their efforts.  
The following schedules are preliminary based upon 
the information available at the time of report printing. 
Final schedules may be obtained in the Town’s CAFR 
once our fi nancial audit is complete in the spring of 
2011.
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2010 Appropriations Budgeted 
Town General Fund  $22,208,419
Other Governments:
 Direct – Local School 48,215,122
 Overlapping – County 3,675,244
2010 Revenues Budgeted:
Town General Fund $22,208,419
Escrow Accounts Various Depositors




Balance December 31, 2010 $2,044,648
Tax Collector’s Report - Unaudited
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2010
  2010 2009
Uncollected Taxes, 
  January 1, 2010:
Property Taxes  - 2,065,983 
Current Use  - -
Yield Taxes  - 60 
Sewer Rents   223,181 
Taxes Committed,
   Fiscal Year 2010:
Property Taxes (net) 65,444,050 - 
Current Use 547 -
Yield Taxes 6,388 -
Sewer Rents 801,361 -
Overpayments: 56,602 -
Interest/Penalties on
  Delinquent Taxes: 217,372 -
Totals: $66,526,320 $2,289,224
Collections During
   Fiscal Year 2010:
Property Taxes 63,047,036 1,329,511
Current Use 547 -
Yield Taxes 6,388 -
Sewer Rents 540,863 223,181
Interest/Penalties 217,372 -
Liens Executed - 680,551
Abatements:  
    Property Taxes 2,186 55,921
    Sewer - -
Uncollected Taxes,
   December 31, 2010:
Property Taxes 2,451,430 -
Current Use - -
Yield Taxes - 60
Sewer Rents 260,498 -
Totals: $66,526,320     $2,289,224
Summary of Tax Lien Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2010
 2009 2008 2007 Prior
Unredeemed Liens
  January 1, 2010  248,014 53,759 3,759
Liens Executed
  In 2010 680,551
Collections During
  Fiscal Year 2010 
 272,626 110,214 53,759 3,708
Unredeemed Liens
  December 31, 2010
 407,925 137,800 - 51




Principal Interest Total Principal Interest Total
 1992 Sewer Bonds (1998 refinance)
2011 170,000                 16,606                   186,606                 2011 100,000                 40,320                   140,320                 
2012 175,000                 8,531                    183,531                 2012 100,000                 35,840                   135,840                 
Total 345,000$             25,137$               370,137$             2013 100,000                 31,360                   131,360                 
2014 100,000                 26,880                   126,880                 
 1994 Public Safety Complex Bonds (2004 refinance) 2015 100,000                 22,400                   122,400                 
2011 100,000                 11,894                   111,894                 2016 100,000                 17,920                   117,920                 
2012 100,000                 8,894                    108,894                 2017 100,000                 13,440                   113,440                 
2013 95,000                   5,894                    100,894                 2018 100,000                 8,960                    108,960                 
2014 90,000                   2,925                    92,925                   2019 100,000                 4,480                    104,480                 
Total 385,000$             29,607$               414,607$             Total 900,000$             201,600$             1,101,600$           
1995 Library Bond (2004 refinance) 2001 Joppa Hill Land Purchase
2011 120,000                 21,700                   141,700                 2011 230,000                 10,005                   240,005                 
2012 115,000                 18,031                   133,031                 Total 230,000$             10,005$               240,005$             
2013 115,000                 14,150                   129,150                 
2014 115,000                 10,125                   125,125                 2005 Road Reconstruction Bond (issued 2006)
2015 110,000                 6,119                    116,119                 2011 1,200,000              288,000                 1,488,000              
2016 110,000                 2,063                    112,063                 2012 1,200,000              240,000                 1,440,000              
Total 685,000$             72,188$               757,188$             2013 1,200,000              192,000                 1,392,000              
2014 1,200,000              144,000                 1,344,000              
2003 Road Reconstruction Bond 2015 1,200,000              96,000                   1,296,000              
2011 800,000                 65,000                   865,000                 2016 1,200,000              48,000                   1,248,000              
2012 800,000                 39,000                   839,000                 Total 7,200,000$           1,008,000$           8,208,000$           
2013 800,000                 13,000                   813,000                 
Total 2,400,000$           117,000$             2,517,000$           
12,145,000$         1,463,537$           13,608,537$         
STATEMENT OF BONDED DEBT 12/31/10
1999 Landfill Closure Bond
Grand Total Bonded Debt:
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General Fund Funds Funds
Cash and short-term investments 29,041,021$       1,542,073$         1,546,753$         32,129,847$       
Investments -                          -                          2,897,971           2,897,971           
Receivables:
Property taxes, net 2,287,980           -                          -                          2,287,980           
Departmental and other 501,337              -                          137                     501,474              
Intergovernmental 800,487              -                          -                          800,487              
Due from other funds 227,246              -                          26,470                253,716              
Prepaid items 246,746            -                        -                         246,746             
TOTAL ASSETS 33,104,817$      1,542,073$        4,471,331$         39,118,221$      
Liabilities:
Accounts payable 398,075$            -$                    -$                    398,075$            
Retainage payable 7,235                  26,114                -                          33,350                
Deferred revenues 1,134,202           -                          -                          1,134,202           
Tax refunds liability 149,037              -                          -                          149,037              
Due to other funds 26,470                21,804                -                          48,273                
Due to other governments 23,389,179         -                          -                          23,389,179         
Other liabilities 298                   -                        69                      367                    
TOTAL LIABILITIES 25,104,495         47,918                69                       25,152,482         
Fund Balances:
Reserved for:
Encumbrances 724,938              1,321,426           -                          2,046,364           
Prepaid items 246,746              -                          -                          246,746              
Other purposes 990,998              -                          -                          990,998              
Perpetual permanent funds -                          -                          25,255                25,255                
Unreserved:
Designated 261,141              -                          -                          261,141              
Undesignated, reported in:
General fund 5,776,499           -                          -                          5,776,499           
Special revenue funds -                          -                          4,443,165           4,443,165           
Capital project funds -                          172,729              -                          172,729              
Permanent funds -                        -                        2,842                 2,842                 
TOTAL FUND BALANCES 8,000,322         1,494,155         4,471,262          13,965,739        
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES 33,104,817$      1,542,073$        4,471,331$         39,118,221$      
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
ASSETS
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2010 was a year of renewed commercial investment 
after several years of limited activity while we con-
tinued to experience extremely limited residential 
growth.  Several signifi cant projects were approved in 
the South River Road Corridor and Performance Zone 
including the redevelopment of the Bedford Mall with 
a Kohl’s Department Store becoming the new major 
anchor tenant and the elimination of the interior tra-
ditional mall.  The Mall will also have several build-
ings constructed within the existing parking lot; one 
of which may be Bedford’s fi rst fast food restaurant 
A new medical offi ce building which will include 
Bedford’s fi rst urgent care facility was approved at 
Washington Place.  Two car dealerships were ap-
proved with Mini Cooper being constructed on a new 
site across from Target and Lowe’s and Lexus tearing 
down and replacing CR Sparks.  Haigh-Farr was ap-
proved for an expansion of their facility on Harvey 
Road.  Also approved was the replacement and mi-
nor expansion of Muir’s Kitchen’s which had experi-
enced a signifi cant fi re in 2008.  All of these projects 
were under construction by the end of the year.
2010 saw the completion and opening of the Federal 
Immigration Services Building on Ridgewood Road, 
Beals Insurance at the intersection of Route 101 and 
Hardy Road, and the conversion of a house a 189 
South River Road to White Willow Salon & Day Spa. 
The construction of the Preserve, one of Bedford’s 
largest subdivisions with 88 lots, began road con-
struction.  Unfortunately during 2010 the Wayfarer 
Hotel and Conference Center was closed and aban-
doned while the property owners look for redevelop-
ment opportunities. 
During 2010 the Master Plan Update was completed 
and adopted by the Planning Board.  The Master Plan 
represents nearly two years worth of tremendous work 
by 11 Bedford citizens who made up the Master Plan 
Sub-Committee and who represented a cross section 
of the community.  The Master Plan lays out the goals 
for the community during the next decade and serves 
as a guidance document for its citizens, the Planning 
Board and Town Council.  The Master Plan is avail-
able online at the Town Website and at the Planning 
Department and Library.  We owe a great deal of 
thanks to the committee members who dedicated so 
much of their time over the last two years: Jon Lev-
enstein, Chairman, Dave Danielson, Bill Dermody, 
Laura O’Donnell, Andre Garron, Robert Jones, Jon 
Lariviere, Greg May, Karen McGinley, Doug Pear-
son, Barbara Salvatore, Michelle Salvatore, and Bob 
Young.
The Planning Board would like to thank Eric Ander-
son who stepped away from the Planning Board and 
Historic District Commission after several years of 
truly excellent service. Chris Riley was moved from 
an alternate to a full member to replace Eric. The 
Board welcomed Mike Izbicki as the Town Council 
Representative and Bill Dermody as the Town Coun-
cil Alternate.
Statistics for 2010:
• 17 Site Plans = 137,302 square feet of new  
 commercial space plus 263,695 square feet  
 of new or remodeled space at the Bedford   
 Mall.
• 5 Other Commercial Change of Use Site   
 Plans 
• 6 Subdivision Plans = 4 new residential lots  
 and 2 commercial lots
• 1 Lot Line Adjustment Plan
• 13 conceptual reviews
• 5 Miscellaneous Items –site plan 
 re-approvals or extensions, sign waivers,   
 architectural reviews, and discussion items.  
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Major Developments reviewed or approved 
included:
• Bedford Mall – Final approval for
 redevelopment of Bedford Mall to include   
 partial demolition and building reconstruc  
 tion totaling 260,695 square feet, and the   
 addition of a new separate 3,000 square   
 foot fast food restaurant. 
• Market Basket – Conceptual review of a   
 new 78,322 square foot grocery store at the  
 intersection of Route 114 and Donald 
 Street.
• Lexus – Final approval for the demolition   
 of CR Spark’s restaurant and the construc  
 tion of a new 61,900 square foot Lexus   
 Dealership. 
• ASC Realty – Final approval for the 
 construction of a 3-story, 34,980 square   
 foot medical offi ce building at Washington  
 Place.
• Mini Cooper – Final approval for the   
 construction of a new 15,032 square foot   
 Mini Cooper Dealership.
• BCR Realty – Conceptual review of a new  
 12,000 square foot offi ce building on Bed  
 ford Center Road.
• Haigh-Farr – Final approval of an 11,920   
 square foot addition on Harvey Road.
• Granite Place – Final approval for the 
 construction of a 5,520 square foot 24-hour  
 fi tness facility.
• Gulf Coast Investment Partners – 
 Conceptual review of a change of use and   
 2,000 square foot expansion of a residential  
 property at 193 South River Road for use as  
 a restaurant/tavern. 
• Monahan-Fortin – Discussion of a waiver   
 to allow construction of a 70+ unit 
 multi-family development in the Perfor  
 mance Zone.
• Muir’s Kitchen’s – Final approval to re  
 move and rebuild the fi re damaged facility   
 including a minor expansion.




Richard Sawyer, AICP, Director
As you can see with a drive down South River Road 
2010 has been a year of renewed investment and 
redevelopment with construction taking place at the 
Bedford Mall, Washington Place Medical Offi ce 
Park, Muir’s Kitchen’s, Mini Cooper and Lexus. 
More details on these projects can be found within 
the Planning Board annual report.  Additionally the 
Federal Immigration Services Building on Ridgewood 
Road and Beals Insurance at the intersection of Route 
101 and Hardy Road were completed.  Construction 
was also initiated on the Preserve subdivision which 
consists of 88 homes along Pulpit Road.
In addition to managing the development process 
the Planning Staff spent a signifi cant portion of the 
year assisting with completion of the 2010 Master 
Plan Update which was adopted by the Planning 
Board in October after nearly two years of work and 
many public meetings.  Development along South 
River Road highlighted the need for investment 
into the intersection of South River Road and 
Palomino Lane and Planning Staff worked with 
our Public Works Director, Town Assessor, traffi c 
consultant, Southern NH Planning Commission and 
an economic development consultant to provide all 
of the information that the Town Council would need 
in order to establish Bedford’s fi rst Tax Increment 
Financing District.  Infrastructure improvements 
within this district located between Manchester and 
Route 293 along South River Road will be paid for by 
the increase in revenue as a result of the development 
taking place in the district.  
The Department continued to assist the Zoning Board 
of Adjustment, the Historic District Commission, 
the Conservation Commission, the Bedford Village 
Common Development Committee and worked 
with Southern NH Planning on the Airport Access 
Road Impact Study and The Regional Economic 
Development Plan.  
The planning staff spent a signifi cant amount 
of time this year learning and developing a new 
software system that will track applications to all 
of our boards and commissions and manage all of 
the plans, photographs, word documents, deadlines 
and inspections that are associated with them.  Full 
implementation of the system has been delayed until 
2011 due to a technical issue, however once operational 
we believe it will be a tremendous tool for assisting 
our citizens and the development community.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the 
members of the Boards and Commissions who 
dedicate their time to making Bedford a great place to 
live and work.  I would also like to thank the Planning 
staff for their dedication and support; together the staff 
was responsible for assisting our land use boards and 
committees with approximately 70 public meetings 
and 100 applications this year.  
Planning and Zoning
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Zoning Board of Adjustment
James O’Neil, Chairman
Zoning Board of Adjustment
The Zoning Board of Adjustment conducts hearings 
on applications for relief from land use regulations. 
The most common types of applications concern re-
quests for:
• Variance from use or dimensional 
 requirements;
• Special Exceptions;
• Equitable Waiver from dimensional 
 requirements; 
• Appeal from decisions of Administrative   
 Offi cials.
Where there are unique or extenuating circumstances, 
the Board of Adjustment provides an avenue for re-
lief from restrictions and for local resolution of land 
use issues. The Board of Adjustment can grant an ap-
plication if the legal requirements for relief are met. 
However, the Board of Adjustment cannot grant relief 
if it would be the equivalent of rezoning or amend-
ing a zoning ordinance. After hearing evidence for or 
against an application, the Board of Adjustment delib-
erates and votes on all requests in public session.
In 2010, the Board of Adjustment heard 25 appli-
cations for variances, 9 applications for special ex-
ception, 2 administrative appeals and 1 Request for 
rehearing. The majority of the applications fi led in 
2010 were variance applications for relief from set-
back requirements or for the increase number or size 
of signs. The distribution of applications is refl ective 
of the maturing status of development in Bedford. Of 
the applications decided in 2010, 31 were approved or 
approved in part, 5 were denied or denied in part and 
2 were dismissed or withdrawn. 
Over the course of 2010 the Board of Adjustment has 
had a full board for the whole year. I would like to 
thank all of the members of the Town Council, the 
Zoning board and members of all of the other vol-
unteer boards that represent the Town of Bedford for 
making themselves available to serve our community. 
Members of the Board of Adjustment are appointed 
by the Town Council. The Board of Adjustment is 
comprised of 5 regular members, one of whom also is 
a member of the Town Council, and 3 alternate mem-
bers, one member of the Town Council serving as an 
alternate. Karin Elmer, a member of the Planning De-
partment, attends all ZBA meetings and provides in-
formation to the Board.
Applications to request a hearing and the meeting 
schedule of the Board of Adjustment (usually the 3rd 
Tuesday of each month) are available at the Town Of-
fi ces and also are available online at the Town web-
site, www.bedfordnh.org. Completed applications are 
due no later than 14 days prior to the desired hear-
ing date. The Zoning Administrator handles all public 
inquiries regarding zoning questions and assists indi-
viduals with application procedures.
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Southern New Hampshire 
Planning Commission
Southern New Hampshire
The Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission 
has a wide range of services and resources available 
to help dues-paying members deal with a variety of 
municipal issues.  Technical assistance is provided by 
a professional staff whose expertise is, when neces-
sary, supplemented by consultants who are selected 
for their specialized skills or services.  Each year, 
with the approval of appointed representatives, the 
Commission staff designs and carries out programs of 
area-wide signifi cance that are mandated under New 
Hampshire and federal laws or regulations, as well 
as local projects which pertain more exclusively to a 
specifi c community.
Technical assistance is provided in a professional and 
timely manner by staff at the request of the Planning 
Board and/or Board of Selectmen.  The Commission 
conducts planning studies and carries out projects 
that are of common interest and benefi t to all mem-
ber communities, keeps offi cials apprised of changes 
in planning and land use regulation, and in conjunc-
tion with the New Hampshire Municipal Association, 
offers training workshops for Planning and Zoning 
Board members on an annual basis.
Services that were performed for the Town of Bedford 
during the past year are as follows:
1) Hosted a Legislation Open House in 
 Concord for Bedford and other legislators on  
 January 12, 2010;
2) Prepared Build-Out studies and maps show  
 ing future growth and development of the   
 community under current zoning utilizing   
 Community Viz Software;
3) Facilitated and prepared a CTAP-funded   
 Open Space Plan;
4) Provided GIS-based maps and support 
 services when requested by the town, includ- 
 ing an additional buildout scenario, a map of  
  the Pulpit Rock Area, and a TIF District map  
 showing the South River Road TIF district;
5) Conducted a Broadband Survey of the 
 Community Anchor Institutions within the   
 Town as part of the New Hampshire Broad  
 band Mapping Program to help identify un-  
 served and under-served areas within the town;
6) Participated in regional economic 
 development discussions through the   
 SNHPC and Greater Manchester Chamber   
  of Commerce Metro Center – NH initiative,   
 which was attended by Town offi cials;
7) Participated with the Town as part of a   
 CTAP  Collaborative Grant to develop an   
 Economic Development Plan for the region;
8) Provided assistance and mapping for the   
 Town’s updated Master Plan;
9) Conducted traffi c counts at 44 locations in the  
  Town of Bedford and forwarded data to the   
 Town’s Planning Director, and completed 
 additional counts near the High School at the  
 request of the Police Department;
10) Completed the Pettengill Road Transporta-  
 tion/Land Use Study;
11) Attended NHDOT Scoping Session for 
 proposed retail development on Donald St.   
 Extension;
12) Represented the interests of the Town on the  
 Region 8 Regional Coordination Council   
 for the statewide coordination of Community  
 Transportation Services Project;
13) Met with the Bedford Planning Board to 
 discuss the development of the FY 2013 –   
 2022 Ten Year Highway Plan;
14) Coordinated NHDOT Project Wilton–
 Bedford–Amherst–Milford 13692 for 
 Bedford;
15) Studied high accident location at the intersec- 
  tion of US 3/Kilton Road/Drive of the Bed  
 ford Mall Shopping Center and provided 
 counter measures for the intersection;
16) Conducted six ATR speed counts around 
 Peter Woodbury School for road safety 
 committee;
17) Attended DOT public information meeting on  
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 F.E.E.T. Tolling/Widening feasibility studies;
18) Continued to provide brownfi elds program 
 assistance to all municipalities in the region   
 to fund environmental assessment studies and  
 to encourage the clean up and redevelopment  
 of these sites;
19) Facilitated several Brownfi elds Advisory   
 Committee meetings throughout the year   
 which were attended by Bedford offi cials;
20) Facilitated four Natural Resources Advisory   
 Committee meetings throughout the year for  
 Conservation Commission members 
 focusing on a variety of topics including:   
 Asian Longhorn Beetle and Emerald Ash   
 Borer, Hillsborough County Lands Charrette,  
 Project Nighthawk, Groundwater 
 Reclassifi cation, Potential Impacts of Blast  
 ing on Water Resources, Wildfi re Action Plan,  
  Pooled Wetland Banking Policy, Wetlands   
 Care and Maintenance, Stream Crossing   
 Rules, Agricultural Commissions and 
 Farmers Markets, Eastern Brook Trout 
 Coalition, Review of Land Use Documents   
 for Wildlife Habitat and Natural Resource   
 Protection;
21) Facilitated and hosted four Planner’s 
 Roundtable meetings throughout the year   
 for Planning Board members and Town 
 Planners addressing the following topics: 
 2010 Planning  Legislation Update, Regional  
 Economic Development Plan Update, 
 General John Stark Scenic Byway Update,   
 The Benefi ts and Costs of Alternative 
 Future  Land Use Development, Capitol 
 Corridor and Passenger Rail Project, Mixed   
 Use Overlay Districts, Bedford Master Plan   
 Update, Londonderry Village Center, NH 
 Citizen Planner Collaborative Website and   
 Web-based Modules Beta-testing Feedback   
 discussion;
22) Encouraged and facilitated energy planning to  
 communities in the region by offering energy  
 audits on municipal buildings through the 
 Energy Technical Assistance Program (ETAP);
23) Began work on the Regional Comprehen-  
 sive Master Plan Update for 2011, including   
 the distribution and tabulation of the RCMP   
 Update Survey;
24) Completed work on the Regional Housing   
 Needs Assessment and continued Workforce  
 Housing Coordination and Technical 
 Assistance;
25) Facilitated a meeting with Town Adminis-  
 trators, Public Works Directors, and Road   
 Agents to discuss the feasibility of energy pur 
 chasing cooperatives;
26) Continued to work with Emergency Manage- 
  ment Directors from all the municipalities in  
 the region to develop a region-wide Commu- 
 nity Preparedness Program;
27) Conducted a number of public opinion 
 surveys on various topics of regional concern  
 including transportation, open space and rec-  
 reation, natural hazards, public facilities and   
 services and public utilities and communica-  
 tion;
28) Compiled building permit and certifi cate of   
 occupancy permit records to record dwell-  
 ing unit totals in all communities and 
 prepared summary report.




   Gregory A. Camann, Alt.
William Duschatko, Alt.
Harold Newberry, Alt.
Executive Committee Members: 
David J. Danielson
Karen McGinley 
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Effective April 1, 2010 Bedford experienced an 
overall net growth in valuation of residential and 
commercial properties of .39% over the 2009 tax year; 
a .12% increase above the comparison between 2008 
and 2009. The factors that attribute to this increase 
include the following: construction fi nished in 2010 
that began in 2009 or before, projects begun in 2010 
partially completed as of April 1, 2010 as projects 
approved during 2010 but not started until after April 
1, 2010 are not included, and physical changes to 
properties noted during data collection visits. New 






Property tax exemptions totaled $15,477,293 and 
property tax credits of all kinds totaled $542,000 for 
a total of $16,019,293 in tax exemptions and credits. 
In Bedford the Standard Veteran’s Tax Credit is $500; 
the Surviving Spouse Tax Credit (surviving spouse 
of anyone who was killed or died while on active 
duty in the armed forces) is $2000; lastly the Service 
Connected Total and Permanent Disability Credit 
is $2000 and it can be noted that Bedford provides 
the highest veteran’s credit amounts allowed by law 
in New Hampshire. The 65-74 Senior Property Tax 
Exemption is $76,350, the 75-79 Senior Property 
Tax Exemption is $81,350, and the 80 years of 
age and older Senior Property Tax Exemption is 
$120,000. Bedford also provides a Blind Property 
Tax Exemption of $35,000, a Deaf Property Tax 
Exemption of $35,000, and a Disabled Property Tax 
Exemption of $52,000; in addition there are property 
tax exemptions for Wind Powered Energy Systems, 
Wood-Heating Energy Systems, and Solar Energy 
Systems. Information about qualifying for credits and 
exemptions can be found at the Assessing Department 
area of the town website at www.bedfordnh.org.
The total assessed value of any property; residential, 
commercial, or exempt not completed by April 1, 
2010, will not be refl ected in the above listed amounts. 
The numbers do include the partially completed value 
as of April 1, 2010; total assessed values refl ect the 
state of completion and physical condition of all 
property as of April 1 each year. The total assessed 
value of all property completed after April 1, 2010 
will be included in the numbers for 2011.
As reported to the New Hampshire Department of 
Revenue Administration, there were a total of 373 
property conveyances. This is 2.6% fewer total 
transactions than the 2009 year, compared to the 8.4% 
drop in total transactions between 2009 and 2008, and 
a 22% drop in total transactions between 2008 and 
2007.
The year 2010 represented a second straight year of 
economic diffi culty throughout much of the United 
States and Bedford was and is not immune to this 
situation, as since the 2008 town-wide valuation update 
the Bedford real estate market has declined 6.7% 
overall. However, it easily could have been a lot worse. 
Between January 1, 2010, and December 31, 2010 
there were 32 deeded foreclosures representing only 
.5% of the total of residential properties in Bedford, 
compared to 27 for the same time period in 2009, and 
33 in 2008. Naturally, no one wants to lose their home 
to foreclosure and we do not take this lightly with the 
early 1990’s being the last time Bedford experienced 
anything like this, but these numbers do not represent 
a truly large volume of foreclosures either as a total 
number or on a percentage basis. It is still true that if 
you pay close attention to the articles in print and on 
the internet, and to the stories you see on television, 
you will see not only has New Hampshire in general 
continued to fare better than most of the country, but 
we are expected to recover from this faster than most 
states as well - certainly in the top 25%. So as the 
dust continues to settle from the last couple of years, 
Assessing Department
Assessing
William H. Ingalls, Assessor
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there is optimism for things to improve; with the 
various projects already started along Route 3 and 
the expected completion of the Airport Bypass Road 
late 2011, there is reason to believe things should get 
better in the coming year.   
As of December 31, 2010, the classifi cations of 
specifi c property types in town are as follows:
Single Family Residence ..................6236
Residential Multi Family ......................43
Residential Vacant ..............................490







The Bedford Assessor’s Offi ce must continue with the 
ongoing data re-verifi cation and inspection program 
for the next town-wide valuation update presently 
scheduled for 2013, even though an update was 
completed in and for 2008. In order to satisfy the “value 
anew at least once every fi ve years” requirement of 
the State Constitution, this offi ce will continuously 
re-verify and re-inspect properties throughout each 
year. Physical property characteristics either missed 
or changed will be added or removed from properties 
(remember - if you’ve fi lled in an in-ground pool 
or torn down a shed let us know about it by/before 
April 1 of any year); this way, we can avoid the major 
expense of a revaluation - the data collection phase, 
and still use the most up to date information available.
A public access computer terminal is available in the 
assessing lobby along with tax maps for property 
research - while we try to keep the on line information 
up to date the public access terminal will always be 
the most up to date. Assessment information can be 
seen on line at www.visionappraisal.com, and maps/
abutters lists for individual lots are available at www.
mapsonline.net. Assessing offi ce hours are Monday 
through Friday 8:00 AM through 4:30 PM.
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Bedford Public Works has six divisions: Administrative, 
Highway, Solid Waste, Field Maintenance, Wastewater 
and Building Maintenance.  There are 26 Full Time, 
1 PT and 4 seasonal employees.  The department is 
responsible for maintaining a large segment of the 
Town’s physical infrastructure as well as delivering 
important services including solid waste disposal; 
sewer service; snow/ice removal and treatment; Town 
events assistance; and new subdivision construction 
oversight.
The comprehensive roads program continued this 
year, in part, with remaining funding from the 12 
million dollar bond appropriation approved in 2005. 
We continued use of the pavement management 
system to evaluate and recommend cost effective 
alternatives for improving the condition of Town 
roads.  In total, over two (2) miles of Town roads were 
improved with rehabilitation or bituminous asphalt 
treatment.  Among the road projects, Perry Road from 
North Amherst Road to Joppa Hill Road underwent 
rehabilitation with drainage system upgrades.  
Wallace Road between North Amherst Road and Briar 
Road had to be closed due to the condition of the bridge 
over Riddle Brook.  The original bridge’s corrugated 
metal pipe, installed in 1979, had deteriorated to a point 
that the bridge needs rehabilitation.  Design plans and 
permitting are underway and we expect rehabilitation 
to occur in early spring.  We also replaced several 
metal culverts Bedford Center Road, Birkdale Road, 
Boxwood Road, Cambridge Road, Maiden Lane and 
Sandstone Drive
Public Works continued fi eld maintenance 
responsibilities for the Recreation Department.  We 
completed several projects including contracted turf 
maintenance and fertilization on all of the playing 
fi elds.  We also oversaw fi nal construction of the 
new Swensons Fields and rehabilitation of Selvoski 
Softball Field including new backstops and fences.
In 2010 we completed work on the Capacity 
Management Operation Maintenance (CMON) project 
as part of our EPA permit obligations.  We cleaned 
over 17,000 LF of sewer main including the lines 
from the siphon station under the Merrimack River to 
Manchester.  
We continued to offer single stream recycling at the 
transfer station and signed a three year agreement 
with a new recycling hauling/disposal contractor.  The 
recycling program enables residents to combine all 
recyclables and dispose of them in the same container. 
While the cost for recyclable materials has increased 
dramatically over the past year, it is still considerably 
less expensive than disposing of ordinary municipal 
solid waste.
Building Maintenance projects included: installation 
of emergency generators at Town Offi ce and BCTV; 
converting Town Offi ce heating system to propane 
and removal of the old underground oil storage tank; 
and connecting Town Hall and the Library to the 




James B. Stanford, P.E., Director
Wastewater, Solid Waste and 
Building maintenance Divisions
Public Works
Stephen R. Crean, Environmental 
Coordinator






During the 2010 winter seasons there were 22 snow 
and/or ice events.  Both the early and late winter 
months did not yield signifi cant snowfall totals and 
again we enter the New Year with a heavy snow-cover. 
 
Highway crews continued to play a key role in our 
long-range road improvement plan by spending the 
non-winter months on general road maintenance, 
brush clearing and drainage system construction. 
Much of the summer months were spent clearing de-
bris left over from a spring wind storm.  As part of the 
roads program, crews made several drainage system 
improvements to several streets including Edinburgh 
Road.  To aid in the maintenance responsibilities, the 
Department purchased two 6-wheel dump trucks and 
a one ton truck.
2010 ROADS PROGRAM
TREATMENT  ROAD NAME FROM TO
Rehabilitation North Amherst Road Joppa Hill Road Amherst Town Line
 Perry Road North Amherst Road Joppa Hill Road
 
Reclaim/Overlay  County Road Back River Road Patten Road
 Dalton Road County Road End
 Edinburgh Drive Meetinghouse Road Liberty Hill Road 
 Liberty Hill Road Edinburgh Road County Road
 
Wearing/Overlay Wallace Road Route 101 North Amherst Road
 Gault Road Liberty Hill Road 700 feet North East
 Dunnington Way Gault Road End 
Culvert Replacements Bedford Center Road, Birkdale Road, Boxwood Road, Cambridge Road, 
 Maiden Lane and Sandstone Drive
2010 STREET ACCEPTANCES
The Town Council re-aligned and re-classifi ed a 
portion of Gault Road and also accepted Dunnington 
Way.
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Again in 2011 the economy dominates the budget. We 
have again prepared a “bare bones” budget with no 
new personnel or major new projects. Quite frankly, 
in some areas such as gasoline we are gambling. 
At this writing gas prices continue to rise, but with 
conservation measures we hope to get by. The 
economy appears to be going in the right direction, 
but slowly.
 Lt. David Davison retired on June 30th. Lt. Davison 
started as a part-time police offi cer in August of 1978 
and became a full time offi cer in July of 1982 working 
his way up the ranks to his current position as the 
head of the detective division.  Prior to that he was 
a part-time offi cer in Goffstown from ’72-’78, and a 
dispatcher for Goffstown from ’75-’78.  Lt. Davison 
has devoted his entire career to law enforcement. I wish 
him well in retirement. He will be greatly missed by 
this department and the town. Promoted to Detective 
Lieutenant to replace him was Det. Sgt. Griswold and 
in turn Detective Michael Monahan was promoted to 
Det. Sergeant. 
In 2010 calls for service went up 3.5%.  Surprisingly 
burglaries and attempted burglaries went down 
almost 50% from 61 to 32. I say surprisingly because 





David C. Bailey, Police Chief
Bedford Police Department  
2010 Annual Statistics
Calls for Service ...........................................23,404
Abandoned Vehicles ............................................33
Accidents .........................................................1441
  Investigated ...................................................1437
  Fatal .....................................................................1
  Property Damage ..........................................1310
  Injury ...............................................................120
  Other ...................................................................5
Alarms Answered ............................................2063
Arrests .....................................................................   
   Adult ...............................................................819
  Juvenile .............................................................79
MV Summons Issued ......................................1719
MV Warnings Issued .......................................8125
Parking Tickets Issued ......................................123
Assaults ...............................................................31
Assist Fire ......................................................... 119







Dog Complaints ................................................543 
Drugs ...................................................................10









MV Complaints .................................................776 
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This past year we have seen an increase of Fire 
and Ambulance calls from the previous year. The 
fi re activity has been up this year because of seven 
(7), Second Alarm or greater fi res throughout the 
town in both residential and  commercial buildings. 
Ambulance calls were up from the previous year 
because of higher demand for medical needs. We 
maintain Full-time Paramedic Service 24/7, which 
provides the community with the highest level of 
pre-hospital care available. We also support some of 
our neighboring communities in time of need with 
Paramedic Intercept Service for Advance Life Support. 
Our current shift staffi ng remains at six (6) personnel 
on duty 24/7 when we are at full staff. We also have 
one (1) daytime person four (4) days a week. All four 
(4) shifts have been actively performing public and 
life safety inspections of all businesses and public 
places of assembly.
This year the department received three (3) new 
vehicles through our Capital Improvement Plan (CIP). 
The fi rst vehicle is a 2010 F450 Horton Ambulance, 
the second a 2011 F350 Forestry Unit Vehicle, and 
the third being a 2011 International cab and chassis to 
replace our 1979 Mack Tanker. 
A reminder to all citizens that the law requires a 
written fi re permit anytime the ground is not covered 
with snow. Also, any portable fi replaces, such as 
chimineas, steel fi re pits, and any devices designed 
to burn permissible combustible materials other than 
gas or charcoal are required to have a written permit. 
The fi re department will conduct a site visit and assess 
the installation and use, and if deemed appropriate a 
seasonal permit may be issued.
Homeowners need to maintain annual inspections on 
heating appliance and maintain adequate clearances 
to all combustible materials; along with having all 
Bedford Fire Department
Fire Department
Scott A. Wiggin, Fire Chief
smoke and carbon monoxide detectors checked for 
proper operation. Homeowners need to properly 
discard ashes in metal covered containers outside and 
away from any combustible materials. If any citizen 
has a question or concern regarding the installation 
and or operation of a heating appliance, or portable fi re 
place, please contact the Bedford Fire Department’s 
Fire Prevention Bureau. 
Advanced training for department members consisted 
of Swift Water Rescue Technician, Confi ned Space 
Rescue Technician and Rope Rescue Technician. 
A regional class on Fire Pumps and Pumping was 
conducted here at the Safety Complex. The practical 
consisted of a master stream evolution with Tanker 
Operations. All members became NIMS Compliment 
with IS100, IS200 and IS700.
Five members of the department received a Unit 
Citation from the New Hampshire Fire and EMS 
Service Committee of Merit. This is for an event that 
took place in 2009 in reference to an event when a 
Firefi ghter was removed from being submerged from 
a fi sh pond. I would like to congratulate Firefi ghter/
Paramedic Corey Fecteau for completing his National 
Paramedic Certifi cation this past year. 
I would like to thank the general public for all of their 
support through donations and letters of appreciation 
that we have received over the past year.
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 DEC/09  DEC/10  Y-T-D 09  Y-T-D10  
FIRE CALLS  53  37  526  620  
           
AMBULANCE  119  120  1304  1376  
           
MISCELLANEOUS           
   Service Calls  22  15  143  186   
   Field Inspections  71  43  624  594   
   Plan Review  2  15  76  66   
   Burning permits  11  24  1124  1142   
   Blasting Permits  1  0  14  14   
              
SUBTOTAL MISCELLANEOUS  107  97  1981  2002  
           
Total Service Provided  279  254  3811  3998  
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Report of Forest Fire Warden and State Forest 
Ranger
Your local Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department, and 
the State of New Hampshire Division of Forests & 
Lands, work collaboratively to reduce the risk and 
frequency of wildland fi res in New Hampshire.  To 
help us assist you, please contact your local Forest 
Fire Warden or Fire Department to determine if a 
permit is required before doing ANY outside burning. 
Under State law (RSA 227-L:17) a fi re permit is 
required for all outside burning, unless the ground is 
completely covered with snow. The New Hampshire 
Department of Environmental Services also prohibits 
the open burning of household waste. Citizens are 
encouraged to contact the local fi re department or 
DES at 1-800-498-6868 or www.des.state.nh.us 
for more information.  Safe open burning requires 
diligence and responsibility.  Help us to protect New 
Hampshire’s forest resources.  For more information 
please contact the Division of Forests & Lands at 
(603) 271-2214, or online at www.nhdfl .org. 
This past fi re season had a slightly lower number of 
fi res, as well as lower number of acres burned then the 
5 year average.  What made this fi re season somewhat 
unusual was that it lasted most of the summer.  New 
Hampshire typically has a fairly active spring fi re 
season and then the summer rains tend to dampen 
fi re activity later in the season.  This year virtually 
all areas of the state had fi res throughout the summer 
due to the periodic dry spells throughout the season. 
As has been the case over the last few years, state 
budget constraints have limited the staffi ng of our 
statewide system of 16 fi re lookout towers to Class 
III or higher fi re danger days.  Despite the reduction 
in the number of days staffed, our fi re lookouts are 
credited with keeping most fi res small and saving 
several structures due to their quick and accurate 
spotting capabilities.  The towers fi re spotting was 
supplemented by contracted aircraft and the NH 
Civil Air Patrol when the fi re danger was especially 
high.  The largest fi re for the season was 10.3 acre 
fi re in Charlestown.  Many homes in New Hampshire 
are located in the wildland urban interface, which 
is the area where homes and fl ammable wildland 
fuels intermix.  Several of the fi res during the 2010 
season threatened structures, a constant reminder that 
forest fi res burn more than just trees.  Homeowners 
should take measures to prevent a wildland fi re from 
spreading to their home.  Precautions include keeping 
your roof and gutters clear of leaves and pine needles, 
and maintaining adequate green space around your 
home free of fl ammable materials.  Additional 
information and homeowner recommendations are 
available at www.fi rewise.org.  Please help Smokey 
Bear, your local fi re department, and the state’s Forest 
Rangers by being fi re wise and fi re safe!
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2010 FIRE STATISTICS
(All fi res reported as of November 2010) 
(fi gures do not include fi res under the jurisdiction of the White Mountain National Forest)
 COUNTY STATISTICS
























































CAUSES OF FIRES REPORTED Total Fires Total Acres
Arson 3 2010 360 145
Debris 146 2009     334        173 
Campfi re            35  2008     455        175 
Children             13 2007     437        212
Smoking             13   2006     500        473
Railroad               0 
Equipment          18 
Lightning              4 
Misc.*               128 (*Misc.: power lines, fi reworks, electric fences, etc.)
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT WILDLAND FIRE
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to conclude the most effective type of protection 
is the use of individual insect repellent wipes for a 
specifi c time and location.  The Health Department 
continues to advise all residents your best defense 
against contracting these diseases is by self-protection 
and following guidelines to help reduce mosquito 
breeding areas around your home.  These guidelines 
can be found by following the links on the Health 
Department page on the Town of Bedford web site.  
BUILDING DEPARTMENT
If we use the last two months of 2010 to gauge 
construction activity for 2011 it seems the worst 
of the construction slump may be pulling back and 
the year end data confi rms this. At year end new 
commercial permits were up by 33% over last year 
and new dwelling permits were up by about 50%. 
We issued permits for the medical offi ce building on 
Washington Place, the new automobile dealership at 
209 south River Road the fi rst of several permits for 
the Bedford Mall redevelopment. We have also had 
communication with the architects for several other 
previously approved projects indicating the intent of 
submitting applications for building permits within the 
next two to three months. While the town will by no 
means see the level of activity we had during the 2005-
2006 period, it will be a most likely more sustainable 
level over a longer period of time. We are much better 
off to have a reasonable level of construction allowing 
the building and fi re departments more time to be 
accurate in their plan reviews and inspections.   New 
home construction may pick up later on in the year 
as the road work on the Pulpit Road area continues 
making the new subdivision available for construction. 
The Building Department continues to encourage 
residents, contractors, and developers to visit our 
web pages for the information contained there.  We 
continually make improvements and add new items of 
interest for everyone. The single most important page 
on our web site is the web link to view the current 
building codes online, located on the additional links 
of interest page. This link allows everyone to view 
the building codes at no charge and you may do so 
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
The Town food licensing & public pool programs 
continue to operate utilizing best management 
practices. All of the public bathing facilities have met 
the “certifi ed pool operator” requirement of the public 
health ordinance. The benefi ts of having a Certifi ed 
Pool Operator maintaining the public pools and spas 
include: understanding water chemistry and how to 
keep the water chemistry balanced according to the 
town rules; ensure that the fi lter equipment is working 
correctly, and when the facilities need to close due to 
a defi ciency. In 2011 the Bedford Health Department 
will continue initial opening inspections for outside 
facilities and compliance inspections for inside and 
outside facilities throughout the pool season. Food 
service compliance program continues to improve and 
attendance of Town sponsored education programs for 
food service establishments remains excellent. The 
focus of the 2010 Food Service Establishment training 
included Emergency Planning and Preparedness, and 
Food Safety i.e. Hot and Cold Holding, Time and 
Temperature abuse and cleanliness. As a result of our 
training programs critical violations have decreased 
while maintenance and equipment issues are being 
addressed by completing compliance agreements 
with the establishments. 
The focus in 2011 will be the transition to the adoption 
of the 2009 FDA Food Service Code, and the new 
fee structure adopted by the Bedford Town Council. 
As always anyone with questions about a particular 
establishment is encouraged to call or come into the 
offi ce and look at the records. 
Mosquito born illnesses continue to be a concern 
for residents of the state.   Our research has led us 
Building Health Department
Health Department
Wayne Richardson, CBO Code Health
Official
Wayne Moore, Code/Health inspector
Gary Pariseau, Health Inspector 
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anonymously if you wish thereby reducing the risk 
of being inundated by advertisements from ICC. If 
you haven’t been to the new website please visit it. 
Take a tour and let us know what you like or don’t 
like. If you know of other links with information that 
may be helpful to others please let us know.  There are 
direct emails links to the staff so you are able contact 
us directly. 
If you have questions about permits, when and if 
they are required or questions about food service 
establishments please visit the department web pages 
on the town web site or give us a call at 472-3838 with 
your questions or e-mail them directly to the person 





  COMPARISON OF VALUE* OF WORK BEING DONE BY YEAR 
 YEAR  2007  2008  2009  2010  
COMMERCIAL ADDITION $435,000 1 $160,000 1 $0 0 $100,000 1
COMMERCIAL REMODEL $11,242,635 51 $5,425,758 51 $4,358,307 43 $3,383,717 60
NEW COMMERCIAL $8,459,000 6 $2,664,000 3 $3,290,700 6 $12,769,000 8
NEW RESIDENTIAL 
DWELLING  $16,653,000 35 $7,049,000 20 $6,501,900 20 $9,544,200 33
NEW RESIDENTIAL  $675,318 24 $1,102,936 17 $624,350 16 $279,200 11
RESIDENTIAL ADDITION $4,774,781 162 $4,255,585 119 $2,905,890 101 $3,359,305 120
RESIDENTIAL REMODEL $1,326,338 46 $1,175,290 42 $1,237,198 38 $1,318,690 52
SEPTIC  $361,350 51 $346,000 39 $431,800 69 $461,850 60
SIGNS  $227,610 33 $63,000 39 $118,940 28 $155,274 23
SHEDS  $19,525 34 $106,384 34 $103,050 31 $132,151 36
SWIMMING POOLS  $1,088,200 33 $810,090 32 $498,750 26 $611,230 28
  $45,262,757 476 $23,158,043 397 $20,070,885 378 $32,114,617 432
Additions = where fi nished square footage was added to existing structure      
Remodel = where no new space was added only reconfi guring and updating     
New = entirely new structures (in residential this excludes dwellings)     
Figures in italics are the number of permits issued to generate the values in the table.   
* = VALUES ARE BASED UPON FIGURES GIVEN ON PERMIT APPLICATIONS   
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Through the economic uncertainty this year more 
and more people turned to their public library for 
assistance and services. It is our fi fth consecutive year 
with an increase in circulation. From September to 
June we are open every day for a total of 61 hours per 
week. We logged in 153,070 visitors coming through 
our doors in 2010! That’s over 400 people per day. 
Our meeting rooms continue to be a popular meeting 
place for local non-profi t organizations. We average 
100 meeting reservations per month and in many ways 
the library serves as a community center in Bedford. 
The children’s Summer Reading Program was a 
resounding success again this year. We had 1,118 
children sign up for the program, “Make a Splash-
READ”, and the children read a total of 21,414 books! 
Other children’s programming this year included 
drop-in story times, story times for toddler 2’s and 
Mother Goose story times for infants to 2 years old. 
Overall we had 249 programs for children and young 
adults with a total of 15,945 patrons in attendance. 
The Rotary Club of Bedford sponsored our Adult/
Teen Summer Reading Program again this year. The 
teens read books and submitted close to 200 book 
reviews. 
 
Our four monthly book discussion groups continued 
to be popular this year. The Monday book group 
began meeting in December of 2000 and this year 
celebrated their 10th anniversary. Other programs 
for adults this year included: Protecting Yourself and 
Your PC, Digital Photography, Friday night movies 
and fi ber arts charity knitting events. Emily Weiss, 
Head of Reference Services, made monthly visits to a 
nursing home and an assisted living facility in Bedford 
bringing large print books and audio books to the 
residents. We partnered with the Bedford Historical 
Society once again this year to secure grants for high 
quality programs from the NH Humanities Council. 
 
Caitlin Spencer joined the library staff as a part-
time library clerk this year and Breanna Harrington 
joined us to help with the children’s summer reading 
program. We welcome them to our staff of extremely 
dedicated library employees.  
 
This year we had 16 volunteers assist the staff at 
the library. Our volunteers in 2010 were: Mary Jane 
Beaver, Betty Clock, Christina Campbell, Danny 
Desmond, Alberta Dieter, Josh Dollen, Katherine 
Green, Bennie Hanauer, Laurie Heinz, Gene Holley, 
Jean McGiffi n, Ateka Mirza, Barbara Potter, Bhawna 
Sharma, James Strampfer, and John Strampfer.  We 
are grateful to them for all they help us accomplish 
behind the scenes at the library. 
We were very excited this year to receive two 
donations of Polaris ExpressCheck computers. The 
Anagnost family was very generous in donating 
one unit for the upper level and the Bedford Library 
Foundation donated the second unit for the children’s 
room. Patrons of all ages, and especially the children, 
were quick to start using the Express computers to 
check out their materials and look up their account 
information. 
Another exciting highlight of 2010 was the 
introduction of municipal water at the library. We now 
have a new fi re suppression system hooked up to the 
sprinkler system and the municipal water. 
We are appreciative of all the support we receive from 
Bedford residents, local businesses and organizations. 
The Rotary Club of Bedford generously donated funds 
for the Adult/Teen Summer Reading Program once 
again this year to purchase materials and prizes and 
programming for the children. Rotary also purchased 
a lovely watercolor collage by Bedford artist, William 
A. Earnshaw, entitled, “Wagon Wheel 1940” to grace 
the walls of the library.  The Bedford Public Library 
Foundation donated new shelving, custom desks 
for the new ExpressCheck units and expanded the 
children’s room circulation desk. Additionally, they 
Bedford Public Library
Bedford Public Library
Mary Ann Senatro, Director
Trustees: Edward Moran, Robert 
Brooks, Anthony Frederick
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purchased Blu-ray DVDs to enhance our collection, 
a new collection of Playaway audiobooks, museum 
passes to: the Children’s Museum of New Hampshire, 
Millyard Museum, SEE Science Center and Strawberry 
Banke. Foundation member, Barbara Pitsch, donated 
the pass to the Museum of New Hampshire History. 
The Lions Club provided us with our annual supply of 
library card protectors; and the Bedford Garden Club 
added to the beauty of our building with plantings 
and wreaths and donated a membership to the Fells 
in Newbury, NH for the community to enjoy. We are 
especially appreciative to the Friends of the Library 
who work tirelessly to make the Sunday Concert 
Series possible and the work of the members of the 
Bedford Library Foundation in supporting the library. 
The Friends of the Library purchase the passes to: the 
Currier Museum of Art, Museum of Fine Arts, the 
New England Aquarium, Seacoast Science Center, 
Squam Lakes Science Center and the Canterbury 
Shaker Village. For all of these and other library 
enhancements that are outside of our town operating 
budget we are extremely grateful. 
This year we also had the introduction of e-books 
at the library. The Friends of the Library donated an 
e-reader device, the Nook, to circulate to patrons. 
We participate in the NH Downloadable Book 
Consortium which offers downloadable audiobooks 
and also e-books through our website.  
The train on the lower level of the library has always 
been a fascinating attraction to the children. Everyone 
looks forward to pushing the button and seeing the 
train start up and travel through the miniature replica 
of Bedford Center of long ago. A generous donation 
has been made by Marilyn and Tony Frederick to 
insure the future upkeep of the trains.
This year we were able to replace the front walkway 
at the library. Bill and Beverly Gere donated all of the 
pavers for the project. Many patrons have commented 
on our new, improved lovely walkway
We are so grateful to all of the readers in this 
community that use and support the library throughout 
the year and we welcome you all to stop in and use 
your library card often. Please visit our webpage at 
www.bedford.lib.nh.us to fi nd the materials you want 
and discover what is going on at the library. 
On behalf of the staff and volunteers of the Bedford 
Public Library, thank you for allowing us to serve 
you. We strive to provide you with the best possible 
return on your investment in your public library. 
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Non-Resident Fees ..................................  735.00
Replacements ........................................2,513.65
Insurance Claim Reimbursement ........77,672.13
Interest ......................................................958.81






Books and Media ..................................5,526.38
Insurance Claim Expenditure ..............77,672.13
Total disbursements: .......................105,389.03
Cash on hand 12/31/10 ........................35,479.58
Osberg Bequest balance ......................66,018.40
Bedford Public Library 
Special Account 2010
Books on accession (12/31/2009) ............ 69,269 
Books purchased: ......................................  4,383 
Books donated: .............................................. 512 
Sub-total: ................................................   74,164 
Books withdrawn: .....................................  5,506 
Books on accession (12/31/2010) ...........  68,658 
Number of registered borrowers ...............  9,774 
Library holdings (12/31/2010)
Books ......................................................  68,658 
Magazines .................................................  3,665 
Audio books ..............................................  2,517 
Videos/DVDs ............................................  3,693 
Compact discs ...........................................  2,122 
Total ........................................................  80,655 
Subscriptions - 2010
Magazines (titles) .........................................  123 
Newspapers (titles) .........................................  12 
Microfi che (titles) ...........................................  29 
Microfi lm (1 title) ..................................  39 rolls 
2010 Circulation Statistics
Books ....................................................  202,943 
Magazines .................................................  8,918 
Compact Discs ........................................  14,276 
Videos/DVDs ..........................................  54,881 
Audio Books ...........................................  16,683 
Museum Passes .........................................  1,015 
Subtotal .................................................  298,716 
Electronic Resources .............................  237,793 
Total ......................................................  536,509 
2010 Library Statistics 
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Bedford Community Television (BCTV) is the 
Town’s local Public, Education and Government 
access community television station.  BCTV has two 
channels.  Channel 16 is for public and education 
programming and Channel 22 is for Government 
programming. 
Channel 22 is dedicated to government programming. 
All Town government meetings are broadcast live 
on Channel 22.  School Board meetings are also 
broadcast on Channel 22, but will occasionally move 
to Channel 16 when there is a schedule confl ict 
with live town government programming.   Over 
180 government and school board meetings were 
broadcast live on Channel 22 and Channel 16 in 2010. 
Every live meeting is then rebroadcast on Channel 
22 the following week.  BCTV has the capability to 
broadcast live from the BCTV Town Meeting Room; 
the School Administrative Unit; and Bedford High 
School. Programming schedules are updated weekly 
and published in both Bedford newspapers as well as 
on the BCTV website.  The BCTV website is www.
bedfordtv.com 
The station’s mission is to provide a forum for 
access to, and awareness of, public, education, and 
government community information.  Use of the 
BCTV channels and facilities are free of charge to 
community members and non-profi t organizations 
residing in Bedford.
The station also runs a community bulletin board 
for public service announcements.  Any non-profi t 
organization can have their notices posted.  BCTV is 
a non-commercial station.
The station exists as part of a standard contractual 
agreement between the Town and the local cable 
service provider, Comcast.  Cable franchise fees 
collected from cable subscribers by Comcast fund the 
operation of the station. The station is not funded by 
tax dollars.
BCTV is governed by a Board of Overseers which is 
made up of residents and a representative from the 
Town Council, and the School Board.  The Board is 
responsible for establishing polices and procedures 
for the station.   The station has two full time staff 
personnel and six part time government and school 
board videographers.
BCTV also provides Video on Demand and 
Streaming Video for access to BCTV programs 
via the BCTV website.  Video on Demand allows 
viewers to download programs of interest and watch 
them at their leisure.  Streaming Video is another 
feature that allows viewers to watch live broadcast 
programming simultaneously on their computers. 
This is an excellent feature that will allow residents, 
town personnel, boards, commissions or committee 
members to watch government programming “live” 
no matter where they might be in their travels.  This 
ability to tune in to live BCTV programming from a 
computer has been well received by many who have 
used the feature.  
BCTV encourages residents to get involved with the 
station by volunteering as producers, directors, camera 
talent, editors, or hosts of their own shows.  Training is 
available from station personnel for anyone interested 
in learning about the broadcast productions. 
In 2010, BCTV volunteers and staff produced many 
programs that covered an array of subjects.  BCTV 
and its volunteers were recognized by the Alliance 
for Community Media – Northeast Region in this 
past year’s prestigious video festival awards which 
was held in Concord, New Hampshire.  Competing 
against other public access stations throughout New 
Bedford Community Television
BCTV - Channels 16 & 22
Bedford Community Television
Mike Sills, Chairperson
Bill Jennings, Station manager
Coleen Richardson
Assistant Station Manager
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England and New York, BCTV received two fi rst 
place awards in the category of school education 
programming and sports programming.  Jon Betz and 
Paul Woodmansee produced an outstanding program 
called the “The Cardigan Experience” in school 
programming, and Bill Greiner received his fi rst place 
sports programming award for “Monarchs Face-Off”. 
BCTV also received a third place award for student 
programming with Eddie Garcia, Zachary Koehler 
and Alex Wisniewski, all seniors at Bedford High 
School for their show “Above Conviction”.
In 2010, BCTV expanded its live programming 
beyond the normal government and school board 
live telecasts.  In June, the fi rst Bedford High School 
Graduation was broadcast live with three camera 
coverage and was streamed live through the station’s 
website.  Relatives from as far West as San Jose, CA 
and as far South as Key West, Florida were watching 
nieces, nephews, granddaughters and grandson’s 
graduate.
Also, BCTV broadcast its fi rst sporting event live, by 
broadcasting the Bedford High School game between 
the Bulldogs and Portsmouth High Clippers at Bull 
Dog stadium.  The game was also streamed over the 
station’s web site.
The station, as part of its responsibility to support 
educational programming and broadcast services to 
the school system, works closely with administrators 
and teachers to provide informative and educational 
programs.  BCTV provided funding for equipment 
and technical support which allowed for broadcast 
coverage of school events and town/school public 
hearings from the high school theater. There was 
a signifi cant increase of school programming in 
2010 which included sporting events, school plays 
and concerts.  Many of these programs were taped 
by student volunteers from the high school.  The 
school district’s budget hearing, as well the school 
deliberative session are broadcast live from the high 
school theater  The Budgetary Town Meeting is also 
broadcast live from the theater as well.
BCTV continues to build and upgrade its equipment 
infrastructure.  Cameras, lighting, video servers, and 
editing equipment have all been added to increase 
program storage capacity and add to production 
quality for improved broadcasting appearance.
In the station’s continued efforts to make the 
community more aware of BCTV’s capabilities, the 
Web Site was expanded and re-designed for ease of 
use.  In addition, the station recently set up a face 
book page for on line users to get quick access to 
information on programming, classes and special 
BCTV events.  To join us on face book go to www.
facebook.com/bedfordtv 
Please remember that Bedford Community Television 
(BCTV) is YOUR community access television 
station.  Call us to learn more about how you can 
get involved with BCTV.  Contact Station Manager, 
Bill Jennings, or Assistant Station Manager Coleen 
Richardson, by calling 472-8288 or signing on to the 




Bedford, New Hampshire 03110
603-472-8288
www.bedfordtv.com  facebook.com/bedfordtv.com
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2010 was another year of minimal development with 
impact to our weltands. There were only 7 applications 
for a total of 37,049 square feet, which is less than 1 
acre. All of these permits were related to reworking 
existing wetland crossings, or to do with the road 
redevelopment on Route 3 airport access.
The Commission is still seeking workable scientifi c 
methodologies to monitor the Town’s signifi cant 
wetlands in a manner that is affordable, simple and 
sustainable. We still hope to identify a regimen that 
could be managed by the schools as part of a science 
program.
The Conservation Commission members continue to 
serve on multiple bodies, including the Bedford 10 
Year Plan, the Southern New Hampshire Planning 
Commission, and the Natural Resources Advisory 
Committee. My thanks to those who serve this 
commission so well.
The Town owes a debt of gratitude to the Pulpit Rock 
Committee, a group of volunteers under Richard 
Moore’s guidance who maintain and improve this 
wonderful place in Bedford. They monitor the land, 
mark the boundaries, and improve the trail system 
so that we can all enjoy it. Now that there have been 
substantial additions to the Preserve, this group has 
been even busier. This spring new trails will open 
to the public which will enhance the Pulpit Rock 
experience for all.
Finally, thanks go to all the members who serve and 
give of their time and wisdom, and particularly my 
new Vice Chair, Kevin Gagne, the Town Council 
representatives Paul Roy and Norm Longval, and 
Karin Elmer, without whom this commission would 




Pulpit Rock Subcommittee Report
The Pulpit Rock Subcommittee of the Conservation 
Commission invites you to visit your conservation 
area.  It is a great choice when you are looking for 
a hike that is close to home, with over 3 ½ miles 
of moderate to diffi cult trails.  The Pulpit Rock 
Subcommittee is charged with overseeing and 
managing Bedford’s Pulpit Rock Conservation Area. 
Subcommittee members include Richard Moore, 
Bill Ewing, Peter Delano, Clark Gott, Ray Landry, 
Doug Pryce, Eric Soederberg, and Conservation 
Commission Representative, Anthony Clark.  
In 2010, activities at Pulpit Rock Conservation Area 
included a Troop 414 Eagle Scout project and a major 
land acquisition (the second one in two years).
The Troop 414 Eagle Scout project produced a new 
informational kiosk at the geological feature called 
Pulpit Rock.  After hiking in .6 miles from entrance to 
the Pulpit Rock Conservation area one is now greeted, 
at this geological feature, by a fi ne new kiosk!  For 
his project Eagle Scout, Korey Jobac organized the 
fundraising, purchased the materials, and organized 
the kiosk construction.  Additionally he produced fi ne 
informational posters on the nature, the geology, and 
the history of the conservation area.  These are now 
proudly on display, at the kiosk.  Thank you so much 
Korey!
The 2010 land acquisition was part of the “Preserve 
at West Bedford” cluster development.  Common land 
or “open space” from this development was donated 
to the Town of Bedford to be conservation land.  This 
74 acre parcel added to the Pulpit Rock Conservation 
Area brings the total acreage of the conservation 
area to 337 acres.  Additionally this newly acquired 
conservation land is adjacent to the Prescott/DeNicola 
conservation land in Amherst, which in turn is 
adjacent to the Joppa Hill Farm conservation land 
in Bedford and Amherst.  Bedford’s 337 acre Pulpit 
Rock Conservation Land is now part of a much larger 
expanse of uninterrupted conservation lands (on the 
order of one thousand acres!)
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Plans for the upcoming year at the conservation 
area include the opening of a new trail to the former 
Martin property and a spring work day in late April or 
early May.  Please check the Bedford newspapers in 
April for the date.  Our thanks are extended to those 
who have helped out in past years at the Pulpit for our 




The Historic District Commission administers 
Article 45-8 Historic District of the Bedford Zoning 
Ordinance, and adopts and amends regulations 
for the administration of the Historic District. The 
Historic District Commission regularly reviews 
applications for property owners who want to make 
improvements within the Historic District, which 
includes all of Bedford Center Road, Church Road, 
Bell Hill Road, Chandler Road, and portions of North 
Amherst Road, Ministerial Road, Liberty Hill Road, 
and Meetinghouse Road. Properties along Route 101 
between Bedford Center Road and Wallace Road are 
also part of the historic district, and include residential 
and commercial uses. 
The purpose of the Historic District is to ensure 
that new construction and signifi cant building and 
property renovations are in keeping with the character 
of the district and preserve the Town’s cultural, 
economic and architectural history.  At the same time, 
the Historic District Commission strives to balance 
residents concerns and protecting the historic character 
of the Town center, keeping in mind that Commission 
decisions have an impact on residents and businesses 
in the district. Throughout 2010, the Historic District 
Commission worked to ensure that the district is 
not only a nice place to drive through, but is also a 
pleasant place to live and operate a business.
In 2010, the Historic District Commission convened 
on the fi rst Tuesday of each month for regularly 
scheduled meetings to review applications. A total 
of 20 applications were fi led and heard in 2010, 
including 7 commercial proposals and 12 residential 
requests. There were fewer commercial applications 
submitted than the previous year, and in addition to 6 
commercial signs, the Historic District Commission 
approved a proposal to raze and replace a residential 
structure with an offi ce building designed to refl ect 
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the character of the former house and barn on Bedford 
Center Road. 
On the residential side, the Historic District 
Commission approved 2 applications for small 
building additions, 3 applications for tree removals 
related to storm damage, and 2 applications for new 
pools with associated landscaping and fencing. They 
also approved several requests for multi-project 
renovations including replacement windows, doors 
and siding, reconstructed decks and new fences and 
retaining walls. The only new construction for a house 
plan was approved in 2010 on an undeveloped North 
Amherst Road lot near the Town Offi ce building. 
During the November meeting the Historic District 
Commission participated in a non-binding discussion 
about the rescue and rehabilitation of the Stevens-
Buswell School building at the intersection of North 
Amherst Road, proposed to be converted by the 
Bedford Historical Society for use as a Community 
Center over the next 5 years. 
The Historic District Commission also held workshops 
in June and October to discuss amendments to the 
Historic District commercial sign regulations. The 
HDC held the fi rst workshop on June 29th at BCTV to 
begin discussing improvements to the regulations so 
that applicants, staff and Commission members would 
have a better understanding about the expectations for 
commercial signs in the Historic District. On October 
28th, the Historic District Commission held a second 
workshop where they fi nalized a document consisting 
of three pages of photos portraying the characteristics 
of desirable signage. After a public hearing held 
December 7th, the Historic District Commission 
adopted an addendum to the Historic District 
Regulations titled ‘Visual Guidelines for Signs in 
the Historic District’, which is available to download 
on the Town of Bedford web site, along with other 
Historic District applications and regulations.
The Historic District Commission is made up of four 
regular members, plus a Town Council ex-offi cio 
representative, three alternate members, and an 
alternate Town Council ex-offi cio representative, all 
appointed to staggered terms by the Town Council. 
At the April 6, 2010 meeting, the Historic District 
Commission members re-elected Andrew Noyes 
for his third term as Chairman, and John Bostwick 
was elected his fi rst year as Vice-chairman. The 
Town Council appointed Bill Dermody as the Town 
Council ex-offi cio representative, and Paul Roy was 
assigned to be the Town Council alternate. Back in 
2008, the Town Council had recommended a liaison 
role for a Planning Board member, to which Erik 
Anderson was appointed at that time. Mr. Anderson 
resigned as the Planning Board liaison at the end of 
2010, after serving in this role for almost three years, 
and was acknowledged by the Commission after the 
December meeting for his valuable contribution to 
the Commission as an architect and member of the 
Planning Board.
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With Town Council and volunteer support, the Bedford 
Village Common’s (BVC) development continued 
to make signifi cant progress in 2010. When it is 
complete, the park, located within historic Bedford 
Center adjacent to Route 101 on Bell Hill Road, will 
offer a central gathering place for the community with 
pathways, park benches, a bandstand, skating pond 
and warming hut. During the past year, the BVCDC 
concentrated on updating site plans, continuing 
construction of Phase II, and fundraising.
The site plan was revised to include architectural 
and grading plans for the bandstand, and updated 
landscape and lighting plans.  Inclusions were made 
possible by in-kind donations from Erik Anderson, 
architect; Paul Goldberg, engineer; James O’Neil, 
surveyor; and Anne Cruess, landscape architect.
With the assistance of Town Engineer Jeff Foote, the 
construction schedule resumed in the fall with the 
installation of Phase II’s footings for the bandstand, 
lighting fi xtures throughout the Common, an electrical 
panel, and conduit for all electrical service in the park. 
Promise Land Survey, Weaver Brothers Construction 
and an anonymous donor donated in-kind services 
and materials for this phase.  A connecting ramp 
from the Common’s parking lot to that of the Bedford 
Public Library was constructed by Continental Paving 
through an in-kind donation.  Finishing touches will be 
added in the spring.  Other donations to the park that 
will be installed in the spring are an entrance pergola 
and planting beds by the Bedford Garden Club, a 
granite bench from the Bedford Women’s Club, an 
information kiosk by Eagle Scout Josh Dollen, picnic 
tables by Eagle Scout candidate Liam Ouellette and 
two pet stations from the Daniel Webster Animal 
Hospital.
Community outreach and fundraising continued 
throughout the year.  In March, the Carnevale Family 
of the Bedford Village Inn hosted a fundraising 
dinner, chaired by Michelle Moore, at the Inn’s Great 
Hall for members of the community.  Proceeds of the 
event were donated to the BVC.  In September, the 
BVCDC was the recipient of a $2,000 grant from the 
proceeds of Bedford Old Towne Day. In October, the 
Committee launched its “Buy a Brick Campaign”. 
Throughout the year, fundraising continued with 
one on one visits with potential donors. Outreach 
events consisted of a new half-hour BCTV program 
entitled “A Tour of the Park”, and information booths 
at:  Strawberry Festival, Old Towne Day, Farmers’ 
Market, Town Elections, and Red Cross Blood Drive. 
In May, the Town Council released $46,000 of the 
earmarked Recreation Impact Fees (no tax impact) 
that had been matched by the BVCDC’s fundraising 
campaign.  At the same May meeting, an additional 
$50,000 of Impact Fees was pledged for the Common’s 
construction. In September after the BVCDC raised 
the matching funds, $31,000 (of the $50,000) was 
released for fall construction.
The BVCDC is a Town Council-appointed committee 
consisting of: Beverly Thomas, Chair; Jeanene 
Procopis, Vice-Chr; Deb Sklar; and Richard Poisson. 
Dennis Tokac represents the Parks & Recreation 
Commission.  Town representatives are:  Bill 
Dermody, Town Council; Mike Izbicki, Town Council 
Alternate; Cynthia May, Planning Department; and 
Jeff Foote, town engineer.  Anne Cruess of TF Moran, 
Inc. donates her consulting services to the Committee. 
Past members of the 2010 Committee are:  Michelle 
Moore and Jim Scanlon.  The BVCDC provides 
volunteer assistance to the Town Council with the 
goal of creating a community park for the benefi t of 
the citizens of Bedford.
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The purpose of this report is to summarize the 
activities and accomplishments of the Parks & 
Recreation Department and Commission during 2010. 
This summary is intended to inform the public and the 
Town offi cials as well as providing a historic record 
of 2010.
The Parks and Recreation system for the Town is a 
combination of the Parks and Recreation Commission, 
the Parks and Recreation Department and the Public 
Works Department all three entities play vital roles 
in fostering a sense of community for the Bedford 
residents. 
The Park and Recreation Commission is comprised 
of Bedford residents who volunteer their time to aid 
the Department in bringing new programs to the 
community.  Through their efforts, all aspects of the 
Department’s services, including passive and active 
recreation, are improved.
This year the Parks and Recreation Commission 
accomplished setting up a Dog Park Subcommittee to 
continue working on the prospects of a “Doggie Park”. 
We have Commissioner Dennis Tokac working with 
the Bedford Village Common to continue working on 
Phase II.  Commissioner Sue Thomas has continued 
to work with M.O.L.D. which is a make-up of all 
the Town’s outdoor sports leagues to come up with 
a Recreation Master Plan which deals with private 
partnership on upcoming Parks & Recreation Projects.
The Recreation Department helps provide residents 
with places to meet and socialize by providing 
recreation and leisure services.  It brings new and 
exciting programs for people of all ages.   The 
variety of recreational programs offered this past 
year included new fun-fi tness programs like Zumba 
and Yoga.  Other favorites for all ages included our 
intergenerational Lego Club, Mad Science Secret 
Agent Camp, Kid Chef Cooking Classes, Preschool 
Preview and our ever popular Ballroom Dancing with 
Betty Ouellette which is now in its 17th year.
The Adult & Senior “Movie Matinee” at the Bedford 
Library were again a popular Sunday afternoon free 
event.   The Summer Senior Concert series offered a 
variety of adult entertainers at the stage area.  Bentley 
Commons supplied refreshments for the audience. 
Many of their residents came and enjoyed the 
musical entertainment of Boot Scootin’ Boomers and 
Amoskeag Strummers.     
Springfest was held in May for the younger residents of 
Bedford with perfect weather conditions.  Attendance 
was well over 100 families who enjoyed a day fi lled 
with fun.  Activities such as the candy treasure 
hunt, pie eating contest, the Public Works, Fire and 
Police Departments allowed children to climb in and 
see their vehicles.  The Coalition of Bedford Youth 
under the direction of Sherry Charkin again lent their 
helping hands to allow Miss Jane to offer this Town 
wide program.  
The last weekend in May brings the Town together 
for our Pre-Memorial Day Parade which is co-
sponsored with Richard K. Harvell VFW Post #8401 
with participants including the Bedford High School 
Marching Band lead by Jim Butka awarded fi rst 
place for Best Youth Marching Band and Bentley 
Commons fi rst time participant for being awarded the 
Commercial Float entry.   The judges this year were 
Sen. Sheila Roberge and Roy Stewart.  Special thanks 
to Earl Isham who helps the Recreation Department 
coordinate this event.  
During the summer season we didn’t slow down as we 
had facilities all over Town being used for our summer 
programs including: Batter’s Up Softball Clinic held 
at Selvoski Field with Town resident Lynn Brewster; 




Jane O’Brien, Parks and Recreation 
manager
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Tennis Camp and Sk8 skateboarding Camp held at 
the Legacy Skateboard Park in sponsorship with In 
The Net Sports Academy.  Ecology with Mud Camp 
at the Warming Hut at Legacy Park again offered by 
Town resident Mark Natale.  Mad Science Summer 
Camps were held at the Town Hall sponsored by Mad 
Science of Southern NH and Northern MA.
The Bedford Memorial Pool enjoyed the great summer 
weather and was  open seven days a week from 10-7 
p.m. making this facility customer friendly.  We were 
also able to accommodate adult half hour lap swim by 
offering this at 7am and 7 pm.  The Bedford Memorial 
Pool brings families together for some wholesome, 
affordable family entertainment.  The facility allows 
visitors of all ages to enjoy swimming and safe water 
play with our kiddie splash pool and water slide in the 
main pool.  
The Department also offered a 7-week summer day 
camp known as “Camp Witzel” for 6-12 year olds 
which was led by Camp Director, Michele Brisson. 
Camp Witzel works with children to learn life skills 
that become habits of the heart!  Camp Witzel 
encourages children in an environment for today’s 
generation to strive for tomorrow’s goals.  
Teen Adventure Camp for 13-16 year olds was quite 
busy taking a number of our teen residents to many of 
NH State Parks, Theme Parks, horseback riding and 
IMAX Theater.  This program allows teens a unique 
opportunity during the summer months to learn new 
skills, building self-esteem and making new friends 
through adventures that are not only educational, but 
fun.  
The Family Cultural Series is now in its 20th year and 
the children and parents in Town came out on Tuesday 
nights for family musical entertainment by entertainers 
like Ben Rudnick & Friends, Judy Pancoast and Tom 
Hanford with his musical menagerie Stories & Folk 
Songs.   
On August 4, we had our second annual “National 
Night Out” America’s Night Out Against Crime event 
which is an opportunity to promote police-community 
partnerships and for the second year we held a softball 
game with the Bedford Police Department led by 
Offi cer Mike Bernard playing against members of 
the Fire Department lead by Scott Klose.  We had a 
great evening of sports and family entertainment with 
WZID hosting a “Neighborhood Block Party” on 
the same evening in the fi eld by the Playground.  I 
would also like to thank our play-by-play announcer 
Jay Brewster and his side-kick Cameron Bernard 
and Lynn Brewster who umpired this exciting game. 
Keep this Tuesday date in mind for 2011 and visit our 
website to see the schedule of events.
On October 10, 2010 the Town offi cials and residents 
were cordially invited to attend the Centennial 
Celebration of Bedford Town Hall with a ribbon 
cutting ceremony. The history of the Town Hall was 
presented to the attendees by Town Resident/Historian 
Doris Spurway and musical entertainment presented 
by Paul Bordeleau and his daughter Jan.  A memorial 
plaque will be donated by the Bedford Historical 
Society marking this historic building at a later date.
The Parks Department under the supervision of the 
Public Works Department and Jim Stanford provides 
routine parks maintenance, playground maintenance, 
athletic facilities maintenance, pool maintenance 
along with the support for special Town-wide events. 
A special thank you goes out to our Park’s employees 
Kevin Hodgdon and Mike Fortier for their excellent 
job maintaining the Town’s facilities this past year.   
The goal of Parks & Recreation Department and the 
Commission is to continue to provide outstanding 
opportunities that connect Bedford families and 
the community, promote health and safety, and the 
enjoyment of our parks and recreation facilities.
For more information visit our website-
www.BedfordRecOnline.com
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The Board of Trustees, Ralph Dieter, Chairman, 
Elizabeth Ho Sang and John Wood, held eight Ad Hoc 
Meetings, four Public Meetings, and ten regularly 
scheduled meetings during 2010.
There were thirteen lots sold in total for 2010, six 
4-grave lots and seven 2-grave lots.  Additionally, 
there was a partial payment on another two 4-grave 
lots.  Also, three lots were returned and refunded.  The 
total income from lot sales was $20,400.
There were sixteen burials for 2010; cremation burials 
were eight and full burials were eight.
The trustees are responsible for the care and 
maintenance of the four Bedford cemeteries (Old 
Bedford Cemetery, Beal’s Road Cemetery, Joppa Hill 
Cemetery and Bedford Center Cemetery), as well as 
the Walker Monument located on Station Road.
All three trustees attended the 2010 Municipal Trustees 
Seminar for Cemetery Trustees by the Charitable 
Trusts Unit of the New Hampshire Attorney General 
and the October meeting of the New Hampshire 
Cemetery Association.  John Wood attended the April 
meeting of the New Hampshire Cemetery Association.
Some of the accomplishments throughout the year 
include:
- The installation of a new water pump in the   
 spring and a low water shut off for the pump  
 in the fall;
- Many trees have been removed from the   
 cemetery this year -- Large trees were   
 removed by private contractors and other 
 trees were removed by the Bedford    
 Department of Public Works;
- Spraying was done to control the poison ivy;  
 and;
- Continuing the process of updating the online  
 records.
Additionally, seven historic gravestones in the 
Bedford Cemeteries were restored this year through 
a generous gift by the Friends of Town of Bedford 
Cemeteries.  A special thank you to the Friends for 
their support!
Already approved and funded for next year will be 
replacement of the white picket fence in the Bedford 
Center Cemetery.  The trustees would like to thank 
Paul Belanger and the crew at the Department of 
Public Works for all the assistance they have provided 
in the town cemeteries this year.





For a total of 16,260 Registered Voters 
Current checklists are available at the Library and in 
the lobby of the Town Offi ces if you would like to 
check the accuracy of your voter information. 
Supervisors of the Checklist hold evening and 
Saturday sessions for voter registration applications 
and corrections to the checklist prior to each election. 
These sessions are posted in the Town Offi ce, the 
Library, on the Town website (www.bedfordnh.org), 
on BCTV and in compliance with state law, advertised 
in a local newspaper. Residents are welcome to apply 
for voter registration and make name, address and 
party changes at the Town Offi ces during regular 
business hours. 
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Supervisors of the Checklist
JOAN MCMAHAN, CHAIRPERSON




john wood, betty hosang, secretary
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For further information regarding the duties of the 
Supervisors of the Checklist please visit the Town 
website (www.bedfordnh.org), contact the Supervisors 
through e-mail at checklist@ci.bedford.nh.us or call 
603 792-1329. 
The Supervisors would like to thank Lori Radke, 
Town Clerk, and Paula Talmanson for assisting in the 
registration application process throughout the year.
This year only had three elections, I, as your Moderator 
and my staff remained involved in our community 
by sponsoring two Blood Drives/Bone Marrow 
Registries in March and September and two Blood 
Drive/Bone Marrow Registries/Organ Donation Bank 
events in November and December. The support of 
the community was heartening in the resulting 204 
units of blood which were collected and the number 
of new registrants into the Bone Marrow Registry as 
well as over 240 new registrants to the New England 
Organ Donor Bank. 
As we look in review of this year which will offi cially 
end in March it is only appropriate to extend thanks to 
so many people and organizations. 
The American Red Cross, New England Organ Donor 
Bank and Be The Match Marrow Registry for their 
unwavering support. Every time I wanted to schedule a 
blood drive/bone marrow registrations/organ donation 
registration in a time frame that had never been done 
before they always and without reservation provided 
the staff and supplies and we always achieved the 
goals set or beyond.
There are few words adequate that I can say about 
the support myself as Moderator and the Election 
Staff has received from HARVEST MARKET except 
many, many thanks. Janice Morin (Manager) and 
Deli Manager Erika Meyer have been a never ending 
source of support from the very fi rst Blood Drive/
Bone Marrow Registry and now the Organ Donation 
Registration that was not associated with an election. 
The donation of sandwich platters and cheese platters 
on each occasion has been a tremendous factor in 
accommodating our donors and making our events 
singular and effective. Their generosity and dedication 
to community involvement has been unparalleled and 
most appreciated.
The action of our Town Council in separating the 
election budget into three parts for the last two years 
has been proven to be one of wisdom and foresight. 
The fact that currently there exists a Moderator’s 
Budget , Town Clerk’s Budget and Supervisors of 
the Checklist’s Budget has proven to cost effective 
in reducing the overall costs of elections and thereby 
saving the taxpayers dollars and in actual terms thanks 
to my being able to singularly manage the Moderator’s 
Budget I was able to return approximately $2,000.00 
to the taxpayers through the General Fund.
The commitment of cooperation that exists between 
the three election departments, namely the Moderator, 
Town Clerk and Supervisors of the Checklist has 
been an integral part to the success of the election 
process. To be sure we do not always agree, but 
with the foundation of mutual respect and ability 
to be irrecoverably dedicated to the sanctity of the 
democratic ideal and our combined loyalty to the 
citizens of out community we have functioned and 
continue to operate as a team.
Department of Public Works Superintendent Paul 
Belanger and his staff performed their tasks setting 
up the polls, disassembling the polls and many more 
duties up to, during and after the Election Day with 
the professionalism and dedication which can only 
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To restate my report to the voters of the last two years, 
I reiterate that my job to oversee the entire operation 
before, during and after Election Day, without the 
support of a dedicated staff would render my job 
impossible. My two Senior Assistant Moderators 
Todd and Tami Bohan are indispensable. Todd runs 
the entire operation with me and Tami handles all 
the “nuts and bolts” issues starting weeks before the 
election and continues through the election night as 
she chairs the Tabulation Team consisting of former 
Town Clerk Wanda Jenkins, former School District 
Clerk Kathy Van Anglen and Senior Ballot Clerk 
Gloria MacVane. Assistant Moderators Dave and 
Nancy Larson handle the voting machines throughout 
Election Day and Assistant Moderator Ralph Dieter 
(with the help of his Boy Scouts) orchestrate the 
accommodation of our physically challenged voters 
in all ways imaginable. My sincere thanks to all of 
them as well as my complete staff totaling over 75 of 
your fellow citizens.
As always I acknowledge with thanks, Chief David 
C. Bailey, Captain Daniel Douidi and the members 
of the Bedford Police Department. Their support and 
assistance is not only appreciated but is welcomed 
and most necessary. They as always remain a source 
of pride not only to the Election Staff but to our 
community as well.
Finally, as always, my thanks goes out to you, 
the citizens of Bedford for your faith in me and 
the staff that is so dedicated to our community. It 
is no small wonder that our election process has 
been acknowledged with so many accolades by the 
Secretary of State, the Attorney General’s Offi ce and 
others, when I and my staff have the support of you, 




We, the Trustees of the Trust Funds, offer these brief 
comments on the annual report that follows.
 The Trustees are responsible for two types of funds: 
(1) Capital Reserve Funds, which have been estab-
lished by the Town of Bedford or the Bedford School 
District in anticipation of specifi c uses, and (2) Trust 
Funds, which have been set up to support on-going 
projects, such as the Bedford library or the Bedford 
cemetery.  At more than $4.6 million, the Capital Re-
serve Funds make up most of the monies invested by 
the Trustees.  The principal amount of the Trust Funds 
is $64,455.00. 
 During most of 2010, the Capital Reserve Funds were 
invested either in savings accounts with Centrix Bank 
or were placed through a depository program called 
Certifi cate of Deposit Account Registry Service (or 
CDARS) by Centrix to other banks to ensure that our 
funds benefi ted from the collateralization mandated 
by the State of New Hampshire.  In early 2011, we 
moved the Capital Reserve Funds to a single unifi ed 
account through a similar program with Centrix called 
Insured Cash Sweep (ICS) which permits more fl ex-
ibility in moving funds.
 
Trustee of the Trust Funds
Trustee of the Trust Funds
Scott Earnshaw, Mark Peicker
Daniel Barnes
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School Building Fund  ...............................9,370.48
School Maintenance .................................49,849.37
School Tuition  .......................................152,324.85
School Land Fund  .................................311,275.88
Route 3 Improvement  .............................10,494.07
Transfer Station Equipment  ......................6,629.95
Transfer Station Improvement  ..............207,495.27
Conservation Commission  ....................226,734.61
Town Offi ce Restoration  .........................54,216.71
Safety Complex  .......................................16,137.88
Sidewalk Improvements  ..........................13,722.79
Compressor Replacement  .......................26,075.51
New Land Reserve  ................................408,500.27
Radio Reserve  .......................................118,349.87
Fire Engine Replacement  ......................427,372.68
Loader/Backhoe Replacement  ................68,934.71
Building Addition ....................................28,731.45
Fire Equip Resrv  .....................................88,629.89
Sewer Enterprise (Wastewater) 780,993.44
All Purpose Tractor  .................................73,142.91
Master Plan  .............................................35,155.17
Traffi c Signal Improvements  ..................65,363.49
Sweeper Replacement  .............................80,273.31
Grader  ...................................................206,138.76
Chipper  ....................................................25,044.87
Roadside Mower  .....................................46,015.11
Library Maintenance  .................................9,502.45
Commercial Revaluation 2 ........................5,089.10
One Ton Trucks DPW  .............................50,562.98
Portable Police Radios  ............................48,130.37
Solid Waste Backhoe .............................. 53,517.76
Pool Building Maintenance  .....................25,964.91
Sportsman Field  ......................................82,566.89
Parks Equipment - Massey Tractor  ...........5,010.13
Ten Wheel Dump Truck  ........................117,354.58
Fire Tanker  ..............................................53,200.73
Sewer Systems Improvement  ................218,150.99
MS Open Licensing  ................................22,278.76
Bulldozer  .................................................30,676.72





Capital Reserve Funds  .......................4,616,638.31
Trust Funds ..............................................69,467.21
  4,686,105.52
Trust and Capital Reserve Fund Totals for
Year Ending December 31, 2010
Capital Reserve Funds ( Principal and Revenue)
Jacobsen Mower Replacement  ................31,842.21
Kubota Tractor Replacement  ..................10,322.51
Parking Lot Construction  ........................20,666.94
BCTV Digital to HD  ...............................15,023.16
BCTV Renovations  ...................................2,505.07
Pictometery  .............................................10,510.16
Ladder Truck Replacement  .....................50,048.38
Pick Up Truck Reserve  ...........................10,009.68
Front End Loader Replacement  ................0,038.70
Total Capital Reserves  .......................4,616,638.31
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It has been a very exciting year in the Town Clerk’s 
Offi ce.  We licensed 3,414 dogs, conducted one town 
election, one state primary and one general election. 
The offi ce administered 1,184 vital records and 101 
marriage licenses.  
Again this year we focused on the dog license program. 
It was our goal to license as many dogs as possible. 
We continued our efforts by informing residents 
of the importance of licensing their dog. We saw a 
decrease in the number of civil forfeiture fi nes which 
indicates residents are licensing their dog in a timely 
manner.   I would like to thank Steve Paul, Animal 
Control Offi cer, Karen Fischer, Debra Zemaitis and 
Melanie Wallace, window clerks, for all their help in 
reaching our goal.
On January 1, 2010 a new law went into effect to 
allow same sex marriages. RSA 457:1. Civil Unions 
were abolished. 
I would like to thank the Supervisors of the Checklist, 
election staff and Paula Talmanson, Deputy Town 
Clerk for being such wonderful team members. Their 
commitment and dedication to the Town of Bedford 
should be commended.   
It has been my pleasure serving as your Town Clerk 




Certifi ed Copies .................................................12,681.00
Marriage Licenses ...............................................4,825.00
Dredge & Fill ....................................................................0
Articles of Agreement ................................................5.00
Pole Licenses ...............................................................0.00
Miscellaneous .........................................................382.62
   Total Debits ...................................................$23,368.62






   Total Debits ...................................................$31,290.50
Credits Remitted to Treasurer .......................$31,290.50
Grand Total Remitted to Treasurer .........$54,659.12
ELECTION RESULTS
Annual Town Meeting-March 9, 2010
 Registered Voters .................................... 15,860
 Total Ballots Cast .......................................3,930
 Absentee Voters ............................................310
 New Registrants ..............................................69
State Primary-September 14, 2010
 Registered Voters .................................... 16,029
 Total Ballots Cast .......................................4,408
 Absentee Voters ............................................323
 New Registrants ............................................132
State General-November 4, 2010
 Registered Voters .................................... 16,399
 Total Ballots Cast .................................... 12,764
 Absentee Voters .........................................2,485
 New Registrants ............................................737
Bedford Town CLERK
Town Clerk
LORI RADKE, Town Clerk
PAULA TALMANSON, DEPUTY TOWN CLERK
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To the inhabitants of the Town of Bedford in the 
County of Hillsborough in the State of New Hamp-
shire qualifi ed to vote on Town Affairs:
You are hereby notifi ed to meet at the Bedford Mid-
dle/High School on Tuesday, March 8, 2011 at 7 
o’clock in the forenoon to act on the following Ar-
ticles 1 through 4.  Polls are to close no later than 7:00 
p.m.  Action on Article 5 will be held at the Budgetary 
Town Meeting on Wednesday, March 2, 2011 at 7:00 
p.m. at the Bedford Middle/High School (47 Nashua 
Road).
Article 1.  Election of Town Offi cers
To elect 2 Town Councilors for three-year terms, 1 
Town Councilor for a one-year term, 1 Town Clerk 
for a three-year term, 1 Library Trustee for a three-
year term, 1 Trustee of the Trust Funds for a three-
year term, and 1 Supervisor of the Checklist for a fi ve-
year term.
Article 2.  Zoning Amendments Proposed by the 
Planning Board
Amendment No. 1
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 
1 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Bedford 
Zoning Ordinance to amend Article 45-4-4(a)(1)(a) 
by adding the words in bold as follows:
The lot was a legal lot of record and duly recorded 
at the Hillsborough County Registry of Deeds prior 
to the adoption of the original Zoning Ordinance on 
December 19, 1953 or the lot was otherwise legally 
created after December 19, 1953.  
[This amendment is intended to allow lots that were 
legally created after the adoption of zoning on De-
cember 19, 1953 to be built on provided they meet 
today’s setback and other development criteria and 
the lot had suffi cient lot area and frontage at the time 
it was established.]
Amendment No. 2
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 
2 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Bed-
ford Zoning Ordinance to amend Article 45-4-4(a)(2) 
Nonconforming Lots by adding the words in bold as 
follows:
If two (2) or more lots of record are contiguous and in 
single ownership on or after the effective date of this 
Ordinance (March 13, 1991) and if any of said lots 
are vacant and do not comply with the dimensional 
requirements of frontage and area, then those lots 
shall be considered to be an undivided parcel for the 
purposes of this Ordinance. This provision shall not 
apply to lots in a subdivision approved by the Plan-
ning Board or to lots otherwise legally created after 
December 19, 1953. The provisions of this section 
shall not apply to nonconforming lots acquired by a 
person or entity on or after September 18, 2010. Any 
lots that were merged between March 13, 1991 and 
September 17, 2010 pursuant to this provision may 
be restored back to their original state with approval 
by the Planning Board, so long as they conform with 
Article 45-4-4(a)(1).
 
[This amendment is intended to make the Town com-
pliant with a recent State law change that took effect 
on September 18, 2010 and to allow vacant noncon-
forming lots held in common ownership to be devel-
oped provided other all other requirements are met for 
use of a nonconforming lot without a variance.]
Amendment No. 3
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 
3 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Bedford 
Zoning Ordinance to accept the recodifi cation of the 
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entire Bedford Zoning Ordinance which includes re-
numbering, reorganization and minor amendments 
for clarity, but with no substantive changes.
[This amendment is intended to make the zoning or-
dinance conform with all of the other town ordinances 
in terms of appearance and usability while making no 
substantive changes.]
Article 3. Issuance of Long Term Debt for Roads & 
Related Infrastructure
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropri-
ate a sum not to exceed thirteen million two hundred 
thousand dollars ($13,200,000) for the purpose of the 
reconstruction and rehabilitation of town roads and 
other related infrastructure, such amount to come 
from the issuance of bonds or notes under and in com-
pliance with the Municipal Finance Act, RSA 33.  In 
addition, authorize the Town Council to issue and ne-
gotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate 
of interest thereon, and take such other action as may 
be necessary to effect the issuance, negotiation, sale 
and delivery of such bonds or notes as shall be in the 
best interest of the Town of Bedford, and pass any 
vote relating thereto. 
(This article requires a two-thirds ballot vote)
Explanation:  The issuance of this long-term debt will 
address the urgently needed Town road reconstruc-
tion and rehabilitation program and of equally urgent 
need, repairs to several town buildings.  The funds are 
necessary in order to continue the Town roads pro-
gram, including engineering, inspection and repair 
of other Town infrastructure which includes bridges, 
culverts, drainage and town owned buildings.  Sev-
eral factors are considered in regards to how we best 
structure the issuance(s) to maximize the benefi t of 
bonding for these projects. Factors include bond issue 
costs, market interest rates, construction timetables 
and economies of scale, which could be realized from 
combining projects. It is the intent of the Town Coun-
cil to consider these and other factors as well as as-
sessing the impact on the tax rate to yield the greatest 
benefi t to the community as we remedy the infrastruc-
ture needs of Bedford. 
THE TOWN COUNCIL UNANIMOUSLY 
RECOMMENDS PASSAGE OF THIS ARTICLE.
 
Article 4.  Issuance of Long Term Debt for South 
River Road TIF District
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a 
sum not to exceed four million one hundred thousand 
dollars ($4,100,000) for the purpose of making infra-
structure improvements within the District, including 
the widening of certain areas of Route 3, such amount 
to come from the issuance of bonds or notes under 
and in compliance with the Municipal Finance Act, 
RSA 33 and RSA 162-K:8.  In addition, authorize the 
Town Council to issue and negotiate such bonds or 
notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon, and 
take such other action as may be necessary to effect 
the issuance, negotiation, sale and delivery of such 
bonds or notes as shall be in the best interest of the 
Town of Bedford, and pass any vote relating thereto. 
(This article requires a two-thirds ballot vote)
Explanation:  The issuance of this long-term debt will 
provide funding to be used for infrastructure improve-
ments within the District including, but not limited 
to, the widening of Route 3, repaving and sidewalk 
enhancement, traffi c lighting, signage, etc. These im-
provements are proposed to improve the safety, eco-
nomic development, investment and revitalization 
rate and public welfare for this area. The public will 
benefi t from improved traffi c circulation and safety, 
growth in the property tax base and economic oppor-
tunities provided by the District. The incremental tax 
revenues generated by the District will be used to pay 
this debt. It is the intent of the Town to only issue debt 
when the District has demonstrated the ability to be 
self-sustaining such that all debt service and expenses 
of the District are paid without any supplement from 
the general tax base. 
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THE TOWN COUNCIL RECOMMENDS 
PASSAGE OF THIS ARTICLE.
________________________________________
TOWN ARTICLE 5 WILL BE VOTED ON AT THE 
BUDGETARY TOWN MEETING ON MARCH 2, 
2011 AT THE BEDFORD MIDDLE/HIGH SCHOOL 
(47 Nashua Road).
Article 5. - Town Operating Budget
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate 
such sums of money as may be necessary to defray 
the Town charges for the ensuing year.
General Fund ...................................... $21,617,734
Police Special Detail ..................................519,018 
Recreation Day Camp ................................106,062 
Bedford Comm. TV ...................................313,906
Special Revenue Funds ................................48,000 
Sewer Fund .............................................1,180,194
Total Appropriation ..........................$23,784,914
Given under our hands and seal this 26th day of 
January 2011.
Mike Izbicki, Chairman   
William Dermody, Vice Chairman
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